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XML has a tree structure, which allows various data expressions. In this work, we show
the well-known notion of the functional dependency has an essential role in XML data
modeling. The existing proposals of functional dependencies for XML are based on ﬁxed
paths, imposing severe structural constraints on XML data. We address this problem by
introducing node-based functional dependencies so as to allow various XML structures to
describe complex data. The drawback of this approach might be that querying all possi-
ble XML structures could result in costly computation. To overcome this, we introduce
a novel query method, called amoeba join, and its optimization technique that selectively
retrieves XML structures satisfying functional dependencies. Our approach brings a new
perspective into XML query processing; no explicit path is required within query state-
ments, since XML structures of interest are automatically determined by the functional
dependencies. We call this conceptual change as the puriﬁcation of XML structures, since
it hides complexities of the data structure from the user. In addition, by using keys de-
rived from functional dependencies, aggregation of diﬀerently structured XML sources
becomes quite smooth. These techniques facilitate management of multiple hierarchies of
XML data, and signiﬁcantly enhances the expressive power of XML databases. To make
the query processing feasible, we also show an eﬃcient XML index that can be imple-
mented on top of the B+-tree. Our experimental results conﬁrm the utility and availability
of the proposed methods. We also discuss the eﬀective usage of our method to model
scientiﬁc data, and the impact of this research on the future of XML data management.Acknowledgements
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Introduction
1.1 XML
XML (Extensible Markup Language) [9] is now a global standard for describing struc-
tured data. Although there should be many reasons why XML has been so widely ac-
cepted, XML certainly has many interesting properties for achieving the current status.
First, XML has a tree-structured data model; it can be used to describe various types of
data without diﬃculties. Second, XML is merely a text, so there are few obstacles to read
and write XML data for both of human and computers. That gives incentives to use XML
data for many people; in fact, many organizations, including industry, academia, and also
governments of several nations, have adopted XML to manage their own information.
In its infancy of XML (that is before 1997), it had been considered that XML is a
format to describe relatively small size of data, and thus its usage was largely to send
and receive text messages between applications or through the Internet. As XML has
become more popular, it has been used not only as a small text format, but also as data
storedindatabasemanagementsystems(DBMS).Until2006, manyvendors, includingthe
Big-Three suppliers of relational databases (IBM, Microsoft, and Oracle), have launched
brand-new XML database engines. This trend will certainly result in increased XML
capability, and the potential handling size and capacity of XML data is quite huge.
6CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 7
1.2 Shortcomings of XML Query
A scenario, ‘XML as a database’, has evolved toward reality. Nevertheless, incon-
veniences of XML data have already materialized; to locate information of interest from
such a large XML database is quite diﬃcult without knowing its detailed structure. XML
is a self-describing data; that means the structure of XML data is deﬁned within the XML
data itself. However, to explore an XML database, path-based query languages such as
XPath [15] or XQuery [8] have been frequently used. XPath utilizes path-expression pat-
terns to specify the target elements of XML. XQuery is an extension of the XPath, which
adds some facilities to XPath such as loop operators, variables, etc. In these methods, the
user has to explicitly specify path structures of interest within the query statements. In
reality, however, it is usually the case that the user do not have such detailed knowledge
about the actual instances of data structures within the database.
A summary of path structures, e.g. DataGuides [18] or 1-index [35], aggregates all
kinds of paths occurred in the XML database, however, it is not suﬃcient to comprehend
the actual data structure in the target context of the XML data; a path occurred in the
some context may not appear in a diﬀerent context. A schema of XML, e.g. DTD [9],
XML Schema [53], and RelaxNG [41], to some extent resolves this uncertainty of path
occurrences, but not entirely, since these types of schemas allow optional appearance of
elements; instances of path structures still vary depending on the context within the XML
data.
Hence, even if we have a schema or summary of path structures, the XML database is
still like a black box for the user; writing correct path queries for speciﬁc contexts remains
diﬃcult. To remedy this problem, considerable eﬀort and intensive research has been
put into XML structure indexes, allowing the processing of descendant axis queries that
require less knowledge of path structures. For example, with an XPath query //book, we
can locate the book nodes in arbitrary depth from an XML document. However, this trend
of XML indexing might not be addressing the real goal; People are enthusiastic about
querying data structures, when they should be focusing on structured data; If we pursue
writing paths in order to perform queries, we must ﬁrst somehow acquire knowledge of
path structures. To learn the path structure for some speciﬁc context, we must issue queries
to a ‘black box’ database. This is a chicken-or-egg situation — which comes ﬁrst, a pathCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 8
structure or query?
1.3 Structural Fluctuation
To address the above problem, relaxation of structural constraints in XPath queries is
proposed when it is diﬃcult to specify precise paths [4]. For example, an XPath query A/B
can be relaxed to A//B by replacing the parent-child axis with the ancestor-descendant axis.
This process reduces the burden of writing exact matches of path queries. However, the
following example illustrates a problem, which is not normally identiﬁed in the context of
query relaxation:
<order id="1">
<book isbn="xx1"/>
<customer id="c001"/>
</order>
⇔
<book isbn="xx1">
<order id="1">
<customer id="c001"/>
</order>
</book>
Figure 1.1: An example of structural ﬂuctuation
The two XML fragments shown above (Figure 1.1) represent data with the same mean-
ing, but with diﬀerent structures: the hierarchies of order and book tag is reversed. We call
this structural ﬂuctuation in XML. It is a structural variation in XML fragments that have
the same elements (e.g., order, book, and customer) and diﬀerent structures.
XPath can track structural ﬂuctuations, using disjunction in path patterns. For exam-
ple, ﬁnding element pairs of order and book in Figure 1.1 requires the concatenation of at
least two types of XPath query; /order/book and /book/order. In general, however, query
statements become more complex because there could be many more elements to query
and structural ﬂuctuations in the document. For example, the number of query trees re-
quired to cover all structural ﬂuctuations consisting of order, book, and customer elements
is 33−1 = 9 (Figure 1.2) because it is identical to the enumeration of all labeled trees with
n nodes, when the diﬀerences in axis (// or /) are ignored. Its enumeration size is known
to be nn−1. Thus, the number of XPath expressions required to cover all possible path
structures can easily balloon. Moreover, concatenating all nn−1 query trees into a single
path expression can be a daunting task.
Although the existence of structural ﬂuctuations is a serious obstacle to manage XMLCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 9
order
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customer
order
customer
book
customer
order book
customer
order
book
customer
book
order
book
order customer
book
customer
order
book
order
customer
Figure 1.2: Structural ﬂuctuations of order, book and customer nodes, the number of which
is nn−1 = 32 = 9.
databases, this problem is caused by the ﬂexibility of XML, which is one of the most ben-
eﬁcial properties of XML that allows various structures to describe data. We consider this
property of XML should be utilized to enhance the expressive power of XML data. Un-
fortunately, however, there has been no feasible method to manage structural ﬂuctuations.
In this thesis, we introduce the notion of amoeba, which represents equivalent classes of
XML structures, to handle structural ﬂuctuations. For example, an amoeba of order, book
and customer nodes, denoted h horder, book, customeri i, can cover all structures in Figure 1.2
with this single expression.
customer
order order order
book book book
Invalid Structure Expected Structure order
book customer
Figure 1.3: Structural ﬂuctuations may contain invalid structures.
1.4 Purifying XML Structures with Functional Dependencies
AchallengingproblemistoqueryﬂuctuatedXMLdata. Wecallthisoperationamoeba
join. However, its computation is potentially costly because their instances could be nu-
merous. For example, Figure 1.3 shows several combinations of customer, order and bookCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 10
nodes. In this example, each order is expected to have a single book node. However,
the computation of all possible structural ﬂuctuations may contain unexpected structures,
which connect irrelevant book and order nodes (the right-most one in Figure 1.3 is one
of the example), and also the number of such inappropriate structures might be enormous
since we have to consider all of the permutations. To eﬃciently retrieve XML structures of
interest, we have to consider not only structural ﬂuctuations, but also semantics of XML
data, such as each order node has a unique book node. For this purpose, we introduce
functional dependencies for XML.
Functional dependency (FD) is a foundation of the database systems, which deﬁnes
associations of data [2, 39]. For example, consider the following constraint: two persons
with the same id (pid) value must have the same name. This rule can be described with the
functionaldependency; pid→ name. Inrelationaldatabases, afunctionaldependency X →
Y, where each X, Y is a set of attribute names, means if two tuples p,q agree on attribute
X, denoted p.X = q.X, then p.Y = q.Y must hold. Such semantic restrictions on data have
important roles to sophisticate the database design, especially avoiding redundancies of
data, which usually cause update anomalies. When Y is a full set of column names in a
table, X is called a key or primary key, which is a special case of functional dependency,
and indispensable to uniquely locate data tuples of interest.
The notion of functional dependency itself can be used independently from types of
database systems, such as relational, or XML databases, etc. Therefore, in order to intro-
duce functional dependencies, we have to deﬁne their mappings to the targeted database
system. Relational databases use a ﬂat data model comprising of tables and columns, thus
applying functional dependencies X → Y is straightforward; each X,Y is a column name
in a table. However, the same scenario cannot be applied to XML, since the structure of
XML is a tree, and the structure itself adds some meanings to the data.
Functional dependency for XML has been studied from various perspectives. Bune-
man et al. discussed FDs in the form of keys for XML [10, 11]. The work of Lee et al.
attempted to apply FDs to XML [32], and a more general deﬁnition of FDs for XML is
provided by Arenas and Libkin [5]. Their approaches are based on paths; given sets X,Y
of paths, an FD for XML is deﬁned as X → Y. However, these path-based deﬁnitions of
FDs cannot handle XML documents containing structural ﬂuctuations.
With path-based functional dependencies, for example, /order → /order/book, only theCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 11
left-hand side structure in Figure 1.1 is allowed. In general, however, the number of all
possible structural ﬂuctuations with n nodes of XML is nn−1. It is highly restrictive to
allow only one structure among nn−1 candidates.
In reality, however, a feasible treatment of this problem is to disallow structural ﬂuc-
tuations using a schema of XML. Although this method signiﬁcantly limits the ﬂexibility
of XML data modeling, the users of XML have no other sensible solution, since without
rigorous knowledge of data structures, it is quite diﬃcult to correctly parse and interpret
tree-structured XML data. For example, the standard of XML processing, e.g. SAX,
DOM, XPath, etc. provides no simple way to handle structural ﬂuctuations. This fact
indicates that a change of data structure obliges programmers to modify the XML reader
programs. Therefore, structures of XML are often limited by programming easiness.
Our initial motivation of this research comes from this inconvenience of XML data
management. We observed that there can be various tree structures to represent semanti-
cally identical data. In the example of Figure 1.1, suppose every order node has a unique
book information; this constraint is expressed by order → book. However, it does not mat-
ter whether book is a child of an order or vice versa as long as they are structurally related
in the XML data, so specifying a ﬁxed path, such as order/book, becomes less important.
To handle various path structures as a whole, we can utilize the notion of amoeba. For
example, structural ﬂuctuations of h horder, book, customeri i that satisﬁes the FD order →
book are described with a boolean combination of amoeba structures, that is h horder, booki i
and h horder, book, customeri i. This combination of structural constraints can eliminate the
invalid XML structures which do not directly connect book and order nodes. For example,
the upper-right structure in Figure 1.3 is not allowed with this constraints. We generalized
this notion of structural constraints as amoeba domain, which has a fundamental role to
make correspondence between FDs and XML structures.
Previous work of FDs for XML [5, 10, 11, 32] infers functional dependencies from a
path structure of an XML document. In contrast, our approach assumes FDs are deﬁned
outside of the XML data, and each FD is speciﬁed by using node names, e.g. tag or
attributenames. WithintheXMLdocument, thesenodesmustsatisfystructuralconstraints
implied by FDs. This node-based deﬁnition of functional dependencies allows various
data expressions compared to the path-based deﬁnitions, and consequently makes easierCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 12
to design XML databases signiﬁcantly.
Furthermore, this conceptual change from a path to node brings a new insight into
XML query processing. For a long time since the speciﬁcation of XML has appeared,
it has been believed that path structure is required to query structured data. XPath [15]
and XQuery [8], which are the de facto standard of XML query processing languages, are
examples that require explicit path structures to perform queries. However, if functional
dependencies deﬁne structures of XML data, there is no need to specify structures within
query statements; what all we need to query XML data is to describe target nodes of in-
terest with tag names, predicates, keywords etc. XML structures consisting of these target
nodes can be determined automatically from a set of FDs. In this sense, the functional
dependency can be a strong tool to purify XML structures.
The reason why we have to purify XML structures with functional dependencies is
because tree structures of XML data are not always meaningful to the database user; hi-
erarchical orders of XML nodes are simply employed in order to represent relationships
of data. For example, in Figure 1.3, the hierarchical order of order and customer nodes
has no signiﬁcant meaning as long as they are connected in the XML data, so both of the
representations order/customer and customer/order can be used. However, the relational
table representation using a schema (order, customer) cannot substitutes this XML data,
since if we have to describe a situation that a customer has many orders, tree structures
of XML are still required; we can use an XML data in which a customer node has many
order nodes. To describe this type of a data model in a relational database, we have to sep-
arately manage customer and order nodes, then connect them with an additional table, e.g.
(customer id, order id), which represents a relation of customer and order nodes. Managing
three tables demands facilities of a DBMS, while an XML format can be described as a
simple text data.
Therefore, evenifweknowafunctionaldependency, e.g. order→ customer, issatisﬁed
in a given data model, we have to choose one of the tree structures consisting of order and
customer nodes in order to utilize the beneﬁt of XML data, which can be described with
a text. In other words, a tree structure is required to represent relationships of data but
the hierarchical order is not. Thus, it is often the case hierarchical orders in an XML
data are irrelevant to the semantics of the data. However, the current technologies for
querying XML data, such as XPath or XQuery, demand explicit hierarchical structuresCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 13
within path-expressions, e.g. /order/customer, /customer/order, etc. By utilizing functional
dependencies for querying XML data, we can simplify query statements by removing path
structures irrelevant to the data model. And also, with the help of functional dependencies,
we can reduce the burden of ﬁxing a structure of XML data for the ease of XML query
processing with XPath or XQuery, etc. Hence, we can achieve the full beneﬁts of XML
data as a data representation format, while puriﬁcation of XML structures with functional
dependencies makes easier for both of the users and database managers to concentrate
on the data models, rather than bothering to choose one of the tree structures from many
candidates representing the same data model.
As another beneﬁt of using functaional dependencies, we can improve the amoeba
join processing so that it can eﬃciently retrieve XML structures implied by functional
dependencies. In this thesis, we present an optimization technique, called amoeba-join
decomposition, which produces an equivalent query schedule consisting of a set of nested
amoeba joins. With this decomposition technique, we can avoid computing irrelevant data
structures, and makes order of magnitude faster the amoeba join processing.
1.5 A Motivating Example from SCMD
Managing structural ﬂuctuations is a key to enhance the expressive power of XML
databases. Here, we explain its reason, illustrating our experiences of developing SCMD
(SaccharomycesCerevisiaeMorphologicalDatabase)[47], whichisaBioinformaticsdata-
base that collects information of yeast cells to identify gene functions. The process of
detecting gene function was mainly conducted by some kinds of clustering analysis and
statistical methods [36, 48], thus we had to arrange the cell data to report the results of
these analysis. Figure 1.4 shows its simpliﬁed example; clustering of cells according to
their sizes:
<cell_list>
<group>
<cell id="1"><size>large</size></cell>
<cell id="2"><size>small</size></cell>
<cell id="3"><size>large</size></cell>
</group>
</cell_list>
<clustering_result>
<group>
<size>large</size>
<cell id="1"/>
<cell id="3"/>
</group>
</clustering_result>
Figure 1.4: Clustering of cells according to sizeCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 14
In the left-hand side of the XML data, each size element is contained in a cell element,
while in the right-hand XML data, the single size element belongs to the parent group
element to avoid duplicates of size data. To retrieve information of cell sizes, we need
two diﬀerent XPath queries; //group/cell/size and //group[cell]/size, one of which demands
a twig-query processing. This example indicates that we have to rewrite queries when
we reorganize data structures of XML. In the meantime of the SCMD project, however,
we had to perform a tremendous number of data organizations. It is tedious since these
structural change has no signiﬁcant meaning other than the readability or space eﬃciency.
Thatis whywe usethe notionof functionaldependency asa methodto representsemantics
of XML structures. The title of this work, ’Purifying XML Structures’ means to extract
the essence of semantics implied by XML structures in order to query XML data using a
more instinctive method than path structures.
1.6 XML Data Modeling
With the capability of managing structural ﬂuctuations, we can provide an elegant
solution to XML data modeling; the use of multiple hierarchies to describe XML data.
Figure 1.5 illustrates a book store data using a tree model of XML. This book store man-
ages a list of books, customers and their book orders. In relational databases, each data
of books, customers and orders must be contained in a table, so their relationships, for
example a customer has several orders, are described using foreign keys [39], which de-
ﬁne connections between table data. In XML, these relationships can be described with
structure, for example, a customer node has several order nodes as its children (center of
the Figure 1.5). However, there is a case we want to manage order data separately from
customers; for example, to create a list of orders (right-hand side of Figure 1.5). In this
situation, it is convenient to arrange data structures so that each order node will be a parent
node of a customer. XML processors, such as SAX, DOM, XPath etc., which trace XML
data according to the tree structure, require as many programs as the number of the struc-
tural variants. In this paper, we show our method needs only a single query expression to
retrieve various structures. This removes obstacles to use multiple hierarchies to represent
the same meaning data.CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 15
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Figure 1.5: Managing various data structures within an XML document. Equivalent
classes of XML nodes are shown with the colored circles
(Q1): for $x in /seller/book_list/book
$y in /seller/customer_list/customer/pending/order/book
where $x/@isbn = $y/@isbn
return $x/title
(A1): AJ(book, [pending, order, title])
Figure 1.6: Queries for book titles, the order of which is pending
When managing multiple hierarchies of XML data, we also have to address the prob-
lem of data redundancies. For example, in Figure 1.5 each title of a book should be pre-
sented once in the database to avoid redundancies. However, each order node requires a
reference to a book and maybe its title. If we duplicate the information of a book title
to each order node, it may cause update anomalies, so such database design should be
avoided. However, this means we have to know which book node contains the title infor-
mation. Requirement on such knowledge of XML structure is an serious obstacle to the
management of large XML databases without any schema.
For example, consider to query book titles whose orders are pending in Figure 1.5.
A query (Q1) in Figure 1.6 illustrates this operation written in XQuery [8], which tra-
verses book list and customer list elements separately, and performs value-based join on
book/@isbn. The deﬁcit of this query is that the user has to know the entire structureCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 16
of XML document; the title of a book appears only under the book list element, and the
pending node is under the customer list.
To overcome this problem, we utilize FDs to deﬁne foreign keys of XML nodes, called
ubiquitous keys. For example, a ubiquitous key [book@isbn] → book, where [n] denotes
the text value of a node n, deﬁnes equivalent classes of book nodes whose isbn values are
identical. In Figure 1.5, for example, the set of book nodes, {3,16,28}, forms one class:
[book@isbn] = ”xx1”, and the set {6,20,34} constitutes another: [book@isbn] = ”xx2”.
A query (A1) in Figure 1.6 is an example that uses amoeba join and ubiquitous keys.
This query ﬁrst computes structural ﬂuctuations consisting of book and title; (3, 5) and (6,
8), and another structure consisting of book, pending, order nodes; (16, 13, 14) and (20,
13, 18), then looks at book nodes of 3 and 6 that are equivalent to 16 and 20 respectively
according to the FD [book@isbn] → book, and obtains the respective book titles in nodes 5
and 8. This operation enables the uses to perform queries without detailed knowledge of
structures of XML. In addition, query expressions become considerably simpler compared
to the path-based query methods.
1.7 XML Indexing
While the amoeba join with functional dependencies has a capability of querying XML
datawithoutusingstructures, westillneedaneﬃcientmethodtoretrieveXMLnodesfrom
a database by using a variety of structural properties of XML, which are basically derived
from tree structures of XML such as document order of nodes, subtree, sibling, ancestor,
descendant nodes, etc. The other properties are path structures of XML, that consist of
sequences of tag and attribute names, e.g //book/titile. These various aspects of XML make
its query processing diﬃcult, and index structures for this purpose, which are generally
called the structure indexes [29], have attracted research attention, especially to accelerate
the evaluation of XPath [15] queries, which is the de facto standard for navigating XML.
XPath contains a mixture of tree and path traversal with several axis steps, e.g. the child-
axis (/), the descendant-axis (//), ancestor-axis, sibling-axis, etc.
As XML gradually has established its position as a data representation format, tremen-
dous number of structure indexes have been proposed, which are optimized for speciﬁcCHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 17
query patterns, including structural joins [33, 14], twig queries [27], suﬃx paths [57],
ancestor queries [26], etc. This enthusiasm caused serious obstacles; compared to the
number of proposed indexes, there has been quite a few number of comparative studies
of these approaches. Furthermore, these comparisons are not suﬃcient since they cannot
cover up all types of indexing methods in a single paper, so we still cannot evaluate which
index is genuinely a good one. Every approach uses diﬀerent implementation or special-
ized index structures, and hence it becomes quite a diﬃcult task to compare performances
of XML indexing methods. For example, some indexes pursue the space eﬃciency of in-
dexes, such as compression techniques of node labels [37, 30], while the others implement
special purpose data structures on disks.
Most of the proposed XML indexes are proved to be fast for their targeted queries,
however, these are usually ineﬃcient for their untargeted queries. For example, XR-tree
[26], which is optimized for retrieving ancestor nodes that have speciﬁc tag names, cannot
incorporate other eﬃcient path labels such as p-labels [57], which is the fastest for suﬃx-
path queries. That means in exchange for the performance of suﬃx path queries, XR-tree
achieves fast ancestor query performance.
A natural question that follows is whether it is possible to achieve good performance
for various types of query patterns using a standard B+-tree, which is a well-established
disk-based data structure. Our answer to this question is aﬃrmative. We show XPath
queries can be performed with combinations of only two types of indexes; tree-structure
and path-structure indexes. A challenging problem is that these index scans must be per-
formed in a combined way, for example, we have to query ancestor nodes that belong to
some suﬃx path.
Our approach to this problem is to integrate tree-structure and path-structure indexes
into one multidimensional index. It accelerates query processing for complex combina-
tions of structural properties. And also, it is possible to incorporate various types of XML
indexes for tree-structures and path-structures.
As an integration approach, constructing multiple secondary B+-tree indexes does not
help multidimensional query processing, since they work for only a single dimension; not
the combinations of multiple dimensions. Moreover, the existence of multiple secondary
indexes not only enlarges the database size, but also deteriorates the update performance.CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 18
Therefore, by using space-ﬁlling curve technique [31, 38, 42], we implemented the mul-
tidimensional index on top of a single B+-tree, which is beneﬁcial in both of the query
performance and database size.
1.8 Our Contributions
The outline and contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• We introduce the notion of amoeba domain to capture structural ﬂuctuations of
XML data, and it has an essential role to deﬁne relation in XML. (Chapter 2)
• We deﬁne functional dependencies for XML, and make correspondence between
XML structures and FDs. (Chapter 3)
• We present the amoeba-join decomposition to eﬃciently retrieve XML structures
satisfying functional dependencies. (Chapter 3)
• We introduce the notion of ubiquitous keys to denote equivalent classes of XML
nodes, which is useful to aggregate information of a data object which is distributed
throughout the XML document. (Chapter 3)
• We present three essential amoeba join processing algorithms. (Chapter 4)
• We introduce an eﬃcient multidimensional index structure that can be implemented
on top of the B+-tree. While some XML indexes in literature facilitate a few set of
query patterns, our index is adaptive for various types of queries. Nevertheless, its
index size remains compact. (Chapter 5)
• Experimental evaluations of the proposed methods. (Chapter 6)
In Chapter 7, we mention the related work and several open problems. We also present
a more detailed discussion of managing scientiﬁc data and examples of SCMD data, then
conclude this work.
Based on the above techniques, we have implemented an XML database system called
Xerial , which will be publicly available at http://www.xerial.org/.CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 19
Several parts of this work has been published in journals and the proceedings of a
workshop and conferences; Amoeba join was presented in [45]. Our XML indexing
method is to be published in [46], and its related work including both of indexing and
transaction management of XML were presented in [43, 44]. SCMD, which motivates
this research, and also is one of the practical applications of this work, was mainly eval-
uated from the area of Biology [47, 48]. By using the data of SCMD, several unknown
gene functions of yeast mutants were identiﬁed [36].Chapter 2
Amoeba
The speciﬁcation of XML itself imposes no rules for organizing XML data. Consequently,
semantically identical XML documents may have diﬀerent structures; we call this struc-
tural ﬂuctuation in XML. Finding all the structural ﬂuctuations in an XML document
requires verbose path expression queries. To overcome this problem, in this chapter, we
introduce the notion of amoeba, which gives a formal deﬁnition of structural ﬂuctuations
and can be used to represent an equivalent class of XML structures. We also present the
amoeba join, which is an operation to retrieve a set of amoebas from an XML document.
2.1 Semantics of XML Data
Here, we demonstrate that XML structure provides surprisingly few semantics, clar-
ifying the need to handle structural ﬂuctuations. In XML, encapsulation of data with a
tag is normally used to group data elements or text data. However, it inevitably leads to a
structural hierarchy among the data elements, which may or may not express high and low
ranks. The following XML example (Figure 2.1) represents organization data with both
superﬁcial and semantic hierarchy order between the managers David and Michael.
It is also possible to reverse the hierarchical order. In the following example (Figure
2.2), the belongs to tag is used to switch the hierarchical positions of the managers David
and Michael without losing the semantic relationship.
Furthermore, when a tag is used to group elements, there are generally no semantic
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<org department="head office">
<manager> David </manager>
<org department="R&D">
<manager> Michael </manager>
</org>
</org>
Figure 2.1: Nested organization data
<org department="R&D">
<manager> Michael </manager>
<belongs_to>
<org department="head office">
<manager> David </manager>
</org>
</belongs_to>
</org>
Figure 2.2: A variation of the XML structure in Figure 2.1
ranks among the elements. For example, an manager element is allowed to have an org
information as a child element, and vice versa. In both cases, we can write the same
meaning data using diﬀerent XML structures.
Therefore, hierarchical order does not directly represent the semantic relationship be-
tween data elements; semantics of data become clear only when they are explicitly given.
We provide semantics of XML data as functional dependencies for XML, which is ex-
plained in Chapter 3. First, before introducing such semantics, in this chapter, we present
a method to handle structural ﬂuctuations when there is no given explicit semantics nor
any schema.
2.2 XML Data Model
We use a tree model to represent XML data. XML documents comprise of three essen-
tial types of nodes: element nodes (E), attribute nodes (A), and text nodes (T). Element
and attribute nodes have a name, and to distinguish element and attribute nodes, attribute
names are preﬁxed with “@”. Attribute nodes must be a child node of an element node.
Attribute and text nodes must have a carry text. Element nodes may have child nodes,
but attribute and text nodes are terminal. Figure 2.4 illustrates the tree model of XML, inCHAPTER 2 AMOEBA 22
which edges to text nodes are omitted, and each node except text nodes is assigned an ID.
2.3 Amoeba
In the rest of the thesis, we have to handle variously structured fragments of an XML
document. To represent these structural ﬂuctuations, we introduce a useful notion of the
amoeba, which is a relaxed deﬁnition of trees in the graph theory:
Deﬁnition 2.3.1 (Amoeba) Given a set f = {d1,...,dk} of XML nodes, where di ∈ E ∪
A ∪ T, we say f is an amoeba if one of d1,...,dk is a common ancestor of the others,
denoted by h hd1,...,dki i.
The notion of amoeba gives a formal deﬁnition of structrual ﬂuctuations:
Deﬁnition 2.3.2 (Structrural Fluctuation) Structrual ﬂuctuations of nodes d1,...,dk, is
a set of all possible amoebas, satisfying a predicate h hd1,...,dki i.
What is important in the deﬁnition of amoeba is, whatever the structure of a node set
is in the XML document, the node set can be considered as an amoeba as long as it has
a root node within itself. For example, every structure in Figure 2.3 is an amoeba. The
root node of an amoeba is usually an element node because attribute and text nodes are
terminal, but a node set which is a singleton, e.g. f = {d1}, also can construct an amoeba.
A beneﬁt of this notion of the amoeba is that every structural ﬂuctuation in the Figure 2.3
can be described with a single expression; h horder, book, customeri i.
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Figure 2.3: The amoeba of order, book and customer nodes covers all of the above struc-
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2.4 Amoeba Domain
An amoeba is an instance in an XML document. To describe a set of amoebas in the
document, we need a pattern expression such as XPath [15]. In literature, an XPath expres-
sion is typically modeled as a pattern tree [24]. However, in the presence of structural ﬂuc-
tuations, it is too restrictive to demand that data structures must obey a single tree-pattern.
Furthermore, concatenating all possible path structures into a single XPath expression can
be tedious. Therefore, we use a short-hand notation of amoeba, e.g. h hd1,d2,d3i i, to de-
scribe XML data whose structure is unknown except it constructs an amoeba consisting of
node d1,d2, and d3.
To represent both of rigorous and ﬂuctuated tree structures easily, we introduce the no-
tion of an amoeba domain, which can express various patterns of path structures, including
twigs and amoebas:
Deﬁnition 2.4.1 (Amoeba Domain) An amoeba domain D is a pair D = (V,P), where V
is a set of XML nodes belonging to one of the node types in {E,A,T}, thus if v ∈ V is an
element or attribute node, v has a name. P is a boolean combination of predicates applied
to nodes in V. P must contain at least a condition that V constructs an amoeba. Other
allowable predicates in P are as follows:
• For two nodes u,v in V, u is an ancestor (or parent) of v.
• Value predicates =,,,>, etc. for a text node t ∈ V; e.g. t = 100.
• A condition to specify a subset of V, say {a,b,c}, constructs an amoeba, denoted
h ha,b,ci i.
Although there should be a discussion about the choice of predicates, we limit the number
of predicates in the amoeba domain for illustrative purpose.
In the deﬁnition of the amoeba domain, a node set V must construct an amoeba, but it
doesnotspecifywhichnodewillbethecommonancestorinordertoallowﬂexibilityofthe
data structure. On the other hand, an amoeba domain can represent a ﬁxed tree structure,
which is usual for XPath expressions. For example, by using an XPath expression, we
simply denote an amoeba domain as D1 = //book/title to specify a tree structure which
consists of book and title nodes, where title nodes must be a child of a book node in the
XML document.CHAPTER 2 AMOEBA 24
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Figure 2.4: Amoeba domains
Given an amoeba domain D, its instances, denoted ~D, is a set of amoebas in an XML
document matching a structure pattern speciﬁed by D. Figure 2.4 shows some examples of
amoeba domains and their instances. For an amoeba domain D1 = //book/title, we denote
its instances as ~D1 or ~//book/title. The amoeba domain of D2 = /seller//customer/name
involves three nodes; seller, customer and name, in which each name node must be a child
of a customer node, and customer and name nodes must be an descendant of the seller
node, which is the root of the XML document. To select the amoeba of customer and order
nodes, we use a notation D3 =~h hcustomer, orderi i, which means a set of amoebas that one
of the customer and order node is a common ancestor of the other in an XML document.
Another extreme example is an XML document, which can be represented as ~//*, which
contains an amoeba consisting of every node in the document.
2.4.1 Node Labels
It is essential to have a capability to specify some nodes in an amoeba domain. In re-
lational databases, a table has columns and each column has a name. Hence, the relational
database users can perform algebraic operations by specifying data columns by name. As
its counterpart in XML, we can use node names in the amoeba domain. For example, inCHAPTER 2 AMOEBA 25
an amoeba domain D3 =h hcustomer, orderi i, we can use node names customer and order
to specify nodes. To avoid ambiguity of node names between several amoeba domains,
we use a dot notation: for example, when D4 = //order/@id, D5 = //customer/@id, we can
distinguish these two @id nodes as D4.@id and D5.@id, or we simply denote these node
labels as order@id and customer@id. We denote a text node corresponding a node label n
as [n]. For example, [order@id], [title] specify a text node of order@id, title, respectively.
In this thesis, we consider that the inputs and outputs of an XML query are amoeba
domains D1,...,Dk, and a query is evaluated using instances of each input amoeba do-
main, ~D1, ..., ~Dk. Then, the query produces instances of another amoeba domain.
XMLqueriesofteninvolveintermediateresults, whicharethemselvesinstancesofamoeba
domains. Constructing each intermediate amoeba domains and their node names can be
a daunting task. Therefore, for readability, we assume node names are inherited to the
intermediate amoeba domains.
Forexample, ifweperformaﬁlteringoperationonanamoebadomain D = //book/@isbn
and generate the another amoeba domain D0 = //book[@isbn=”xx1”], we can use the node
name book and book@isbn in both of the amoeba domains D and D0.
2.4.2 Projection
To retrieve a speciﬁc set of XML nodes from instances of an amoeba domain, we
deﬁne the projection of an amoeba domain, denoted πNL(D), where NL is a list of node
labels and Disan amoebadomain. Sincethe projectednodes maynot comprisean amoeba
when |NL| > 1 , we add the root node of the XML document to each projection result to
ensure that the output is also an amoeba domain. For example, a projection πorder,book(D)
returns amoebas consisting of three nodes; order, book, and the root node; even if order and
book have no common ancestor, the root node is on their behalf. Note that, however, in the
following descriptions, we omit the root node from instances of a projection for brevity.
For example, given a list NL of node labels L1,...,Lm and an amoeba domain D, each
instance t of a projection πNL(D) is denoted t = (t1,...,tm), where each ti corresponds the
node label Li, and t does not contain the root node unless it is contained in NL.CHAPTER 2 AMOEBA 26
2.5 Amoeba Join
The requirement of path structures within query statements is a serious obstacle to
using XML DBMSs. Amoeba join is a method for overcoming this problem by allowing
structural ﬂuctuations in the underlying XML database, and retrieving data matching the
query of interest. The amoeba join requires no explicit path structures; node names and
keywords are suﬃcient to perform searches.
Even when using a schema or DataGuides [18], which is a summary of path structures
of XML, learning the entire structure is more diﬃcult than creating a list of all types of tag
and attribute names. We investigated a benchmark XML document provided by XMark
[49] (scalability=1.0, 114 MB). The document contained 83 tags and attribute names and
548 distinct paths. As a consequence, database users should have much more information
on tags and attributes than that of path structures, which may diﬀer depending on con-
text. This is why query processing without explicit path structures, which is achieved by
amoeba join, is promising.
Given amoeba domains, for example, D1 = //order, D2 = //book and D3 = //customer,
an amoeba join constructs their amoebas, allowing structural ﬂuctuations. A similar op-
eration is a structural join [3], which concatenates two nodes p,q if p is an ancestor of
q. The structural join is generally used to process descendant-axis (//) queries. However,
to handle structural ﬂuctuations, we also have to consider the following cases; p is an an-
cestor or descendant of q. In addition, there are indirect structural relationships involving
more than two nodes, for example, node p and q are connected through another node r.
To deﬁne the amoeba join, we introduce some notations. Let NL be a list of node
labels, and I be a list of input amoeba domains D1,...,Dk. We say I covers NL if for each
amoeba domain Di contains at least one node label in NL, and also every node label in NL
is contained in some amoeba domain in I. The deﬁnition of the amoeba join is as follows:
Deﬁnition 2.5.1 (Amoeba Join) Given a list NL of node labels L1 ...Lm, and a list I of
input amoeba domains D1,...,Dk that covers NL, where each Di = (Vi,Pi), an amoeba
join, denoted AJNL(I), produces another amoeba domain D0 = (V0,P0) such that V0 is a
union of V1,...,Vk, and P0 must hold all of the predicates P1,...,Pk, and also P0 mustCHAPTER 2 AMOEBA 27
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Figure 2.5: Amoeba join of book, customer, order nodes.
have a constraint that a node set speciﬁed by L1,...,Lm constructs an amoeba, that is
V0 =
[
1≤i≤k
Vi, P0 = h hL1,...,Lmi i ∧
^
1≤i≤k
Pi
.
Forexample, AJorder,book,customer(D1,D2,D3)containsanadditionalpredicateh horder,
book, customeri i, and generates all instances of amoebas in the XML document, matching
some structures in Figure 2.3. Amoeba join processing algorithms are described in Chapter
4.
The deﬁnition of D0 = AJNL(D1,...,Dk) says that the partial structure speciﬁed by
NLisanamoeba. Nevertheless, everyinstanceof D0 becomesanamoeba. Let p,qbeinput
amoebas of AJNL(D1,D2), where p ∈ ~D1, q ∈ ~D2. When p ∪ q ∈ ~AJNL(D1,D2),
two amoebas p,q must have an overlap, since their partial structure constructs an amoeba.
Since XML is not a DAG, the root node of this overlapped part (amoeba) cannot have
two distinct parent nodes, eventually one of the amoeba roots of p,q must be an ancestor
of the other amoeba, and thus p ∪ q is also an amoeba. When more than two amoebas
are involved, we can apply the above discussion by seeing two of the input amoebas; the
one containing the root node of the partial amoeba, and the other. Therefore, the result of
AJNL(D1,...,Dk) is also an amoeba domain.
When a node tuple t = (t1,...,tm) is an instance of πNL(I), where I is a list of input
node domains, and NL is a list of node labels to join, we call t is an amoeba (or an amoeba
tuple) if t has a common ancestor of the other nodes in t, and we call its common ancestorCHAPTER 2 AMOEBA 28
tr(1 ≤ r ≤ m) the amoeba root of t. Figure 2.5 is an example of amoeba join. An amoeba
join AJorder, book, customer(//order, customer, book) gives a set of amoebas containing
node tuples {(6,2,7), (8,9,12)} (bold numbers represent amoeba roots). The amoeba join
operation is adaptive to various XML structures; It can capture the order node (6) even if it
is under the pending tag (5), and also it detects hierarchical change of order and customer
nodes.
To locate such complicated XML structures, the least common ancestors (lca) are
frequentlyused[34,56]. Notethat, however, amoebajoinisnotaprocessofcomputinglca
of a given node set. The lca nodes of org, manager and location nodes in Figure 2.5 include
the root node, book order (id = 1). Every node in XML can reach the others through the
root. Forexample, node2and12, whichareapparentlyirrelevant, canbeconnectedviathe
root. Therefore, the lca method is not appropriate for ﬁnding relationships between nodes.
Amoeba join is similar to the lca method in that it ﬁnds a common ancestor; however, it
limits common ancestor nodes to those belonging to one of the nodes speciﬁed in NL. By
using this rule, the relationships among nodes are bound to a common ancestor, i.e., the
amoeba root. The amoebas in Figure 2.5 are bound by 2 or 8. If there is no such bound, as
in the lca method, the relationships among the connected nodes are very weak.
When the root node of XML happens to be contained in one of the domains, any node
tuple becomes an amoeba. In general, such a query is no use. If the root node is required
in order to specify the context of queries, amoeba join with a context domain Dc, denoted
AJCNL(Dc, D1,...,Dk), is preferable. It restricts the search region of the query under the
speciﬁed context nodes.
2.5.1 Amoeba Join Syntax
Here, we introduce syntax of amoeba join expressions:
S := “AJ(” E (, E)* “)”
E := F | $variable := F | S
F := XPath-expr (P <value>)? | <value>
P := ⇒ | = | , | < | > | ≤ | ≥CHAPTER 2 AMOEBA 29
To make expressive queries for extracting valuable information, we extended amoeba join
to incorporate XPath expressions. For example, an amoeba join expression AJ(order, cus-
tomer) collects all pairs (amoebas) of order and customer elements that have ancestor-
descendant relationships. As along as each input domain of an amoeba join expression
is given by an XPath expression, there is no need to specify a list NL of node labels to
join, because we can use the return node of an XPath expression, e.g. title node in an
XPath expression //book/titile, as a join target. In the next chapter, we explain situations
when NL becomes diﬀerent from the return nodes of the input amoeba domains, but such
NL can be determined automatically. In order to specify NL explicitly, we can use vari-
able references. For example, AJ($x = customer, $x/name, order) joins customer nodes,
its child name nodes and order nodes. This expression is identical to an amoeba join
operation AJcustomer, name, order(//customer/name, order), in which the amoeba domain
D =//customer/name substitutes the variable references.
Amoeba join can be used with explicit path queries. AJ(/book order, ”Kevin”) computes
amoebas that have book order nodes directly under the root node, and text nodes with a
value of Kevin. To express a node x such that a text y occurs in the subtree rooted at x, we
provide the statement x ⇒ y. For example, the expression customer ⇒ ”Kevin” designates
the customer tag containing the text node ”Kevin”, whether it is a child or descendant node
of the customer node.Chapter 3
Purifying XML Structures
The notion of functional dependency has an essential role in data modeling. The existing
proposals of functional dependencies for XML are based on ﬁxed paths, imposing severe
structuralconstraintsonXMLdata. OurdeﬁnitionofFDsforXMLarebasedonthenotion
of amoeba so as to allow various XML structures. In this section, we explain functional
dependency can be a strong tool to represent XML structures, while allowing ﬂexibility of
data modeling.
3.1 Functional Dependency
In relational databases, a functional dependency (FD) can be deﬁned on attributes
(relational terminology for column names) in a relation. In tree-structured XML, however,
there is no ﬂat relation such as a table. Therefore, we ﬁrst have to deﬁne the relation in
XML. In the previous work of FDs [5, 10, 11, 32], it is considered that XML has no
counterpart of relations in relational databases, so several new deﬁnitions of FDs tailored
to XML, which are based on paths, have been developed. In contrast to these approaches,
our method utilizes the notion of the amoeba to deﬁne a relation in XML, which usually
has a zig-zag shape. A relational database has a ﬂat schema to specify relations, while in
XML, the amoeba structure of XML data forms relations.
We describe the functional dependency for XML with node labels in amoeba domains.
Let X be a list of node labels, and Y be a single node label, a functional dependency for
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Figure 3.1: Functional dependencies deﬁne XML structures.
XML is expressed as X → Y. Before deﬁning FDs for XML, we show some notations:
let F be a set of FDs, then NL(F) is the set of node labels appearing in F. Given a list I
of amoeba domains D1,...,Dk, if each Di contains at least one node label in NL(F), and
all node labels in NL(F) are contained in I, we say I covers NL(F). Now, we introduce
relation in XML, which is a special case of an amoeba domain:
Deﬁnition 3.1.1 (Relation in XML) Let F be a set of FDs, and D1,...,Dk, where each
Di = (Vi,Pi), be a list of amoeba domains that covers NL(F). We say an amoeba domain
R(F) = (V,P) is a relation in XML if V =
S
1≤i≤k Vi, and P = (
V
1≤i≤k Pi) ∧ h hX1,Y1i i
∧···∧ h hXm,Ymi i, where each h hXj,Yji i corresponds to each FD Xj → Yj in F; nodes in
Xj,Yj must constitute an amoeba.
When F contains an FD, AB → C, an instance of a relation R(F) must satisfy a structural
constraint h hA, B,Ci i; node A, BandC construct an amoeba. For example, when F = {book,
customer → order, order → book, order → customer}, then a relation R(F) = (V,P) has
nodes book, customer, and order in the node set V, and its predicate P demands that h hbook,
customer, orderi i, h horder, booki i and h horder, customeri i must be amoebas. In Figure 3.1, an
amoeba domain D2 satisﬁes these predicates, thus we say D2 is a relation with respect F.
We are now ready to deﬁne FD for XML:CHAPTER 3 PURIFYING XML STRUCTURES 32
Deﬁnition 3.1.2 (FD for XML) We say a relation R(F) satisﬁes an FD X → Y ∈ F if for
each pair of amoebas p,q ∈ ~R(F), p.X = q.X implies p.Y = q.Y, where p.X is a list of
nodes in p corresponding each node label in X.
The equality of two nodes n1,n2 is deﬁned as
n1 = n2 iﬀ id(n1) = id(n2),
where the function id(n) returns a node ID assigned to node n when n ∈ E ∪ A, or a text
value of n when n ∈ T.
Intuitively, an FD X → Y speciﬁes that a node set belonging to X uniquely determines
a node belonging to Y. For example, in Figure 3.1, an FD order → book is deﬁned, that is
foreach ordernode, asingle booknodemustbeuniquelylocated; booknodes16,20,28,34
belong to order nodes 14,18,26,32, respectively.
A relational database has a schema, so FDs can be deﬁned using instance values of
attributes in a relation. In XML, however, in addition to the value-based FDs, we also
need node-based FDs to deﬁne a relation in XML. For example, with two FDs order →
book and order → customer, we can identify both of book and customer nodes from an
order node. It works as if we have an order table, the schema of which is (order, book,
customer).
Although we use both of text values and node IDs to deﬁne FD, its fundamental prop-
erty, that is, FD is deﬁned using a relation R and its instances, is never changed, since
our deﬁnition also ﬁxes a relation R(F) and uses its instances in ~R(F). The extension
of the equality to the node IDs and text values has no side eﬀect to the deﬁnition of FDs.
Consequently, with the notion of the relation in XML, which is described with an amoeba
domain, we can apply important results in the dependency theories even in XML, such as
inference rules of Armstrong’s axioms [2, 39, 52].
By using Armstrong’s axioms, we can deduce a closure F+ of FDs implied from F.
Let F and G be sets of FDs, F and G are equivalent if F+ = G+ [52]. It has been well
understood that this notion of equivalence is useful in deﬁning a minimal set of FDs,
especially in that we can use a set of FDs such that each FD contains only a single node in
the right side.CHAPTER 3 PURIFYING XML STRUCTURES 33
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<student id="1">
<semester year="2006">
<class id="CS301"/>
<grade>A</grade>
</semester>
</student>
<class id="CS301"/>
<report>
<student id="1"/>
<grade>A</grade>
</report>
</class>
<grade>
<student id="1"/>
<class id="CS301"/>
<note>excellent!</note>
</grade>
Figure 3.2: Allowable structural ﬂuctuations vary according to a set F of FDs, and useful
examples of XML structures for F3, when A = student, B = class, and C = grade.
3.2 Examples of Functional Dependencies
To make correspondence between FDs and XML structures, we consider XML nodes
conforming to an amoeba are semantically related. If there are partial dependencies within
an amoeba, XML structures must represent these relationships, so allowable structural
ﬂuctuations vary according to a set F of FDs. Figure 3.2 illustrates variations of XML
structures for several sets of FDs. An FD for two nodes is easy to represent, since it
corresponds to ancestor-descendant relationships in XML (F1 and F2). An FD involving
more than two nodes, e.g. A B → C, uses somewhat tricky structures h hA, B, Ci i, but these
canbeusedeﬀectively. Forexample, XMLdatain Figure3.2illustratethebeneﬁtsofusing
various data structures for grouping and enhancing the information (see how semester,
report and note elements are used).
Here, we show some examples of FDs using the XML data in Figure 3.1:
• book → book@isbn : Each book node must have an @isbn attribute node.
• book@isbn → book : The reverse of the above FD. In XML, every attribute must
belongs to a single element, so this type of FD always holds for all attribute nodes.
• book, customer → order : Any order node is identiﬁed by a pair of book and customerCHAPTER 3 PURIFYING XML STRUCTURES 34
node. In other words, either of the book or customer node is not suﬃcient to locate
an order node.
• [order@id] → order : Given an order@id value (text node), we can uniquely deter-
mine the order node. In this case, an order@id value is a key (global ID) of an order
node, and no duplicate value of order@id is allowed in the XML document.
• book list, [book@isbn] → book : With the information of a book list node and @isbn
value, a book node can be determined. For example, the book list node 2 and a value
”xx1” locate the book node 3. With this FD, no book node is allowed to have the same
book@isbn value in the context of the book list node. This example can be consid-
ered as a relative key [11], which localizes the key deﬁnition under the speciﬁed
path, since uniqueness of [book@isbn] values is also localized in the context of the
book list node, but various data structures are allowed compared to the relative keys
proposed in [11].
3.3 Resolving FDs
To represent that the result of an amoeba join satisﬁes structural constraints speciﬁed
by F, we introduce another form of the amoeba join: AJF(I), where I is a list of input
amoeba domains:
Deﬁnition 3.3.1 (Amoeba Join Resolving FDs) Given a set F of FDs, and a list I of in-
put amoeba domains that covers NL(F), where NL(F) is a list of node labels appearing
in F, we say an amoeba join of the form AJF(I) resolves F, if its output amoeba domain
is R(F), a relation that conforms to F.
The result of an amoeba join AJF(I) must satisfy predicates in R(F). In Figure 3.1, for
example, the amoeba domain D2 is a result of the AJF(order, book, customer).CHAPTER 3 PURIFYING XML STRUCTURES 35
3.4 Amoeba Join Decomposition
The computation of an amoeba join AJF(I) usually involves many XML structures
violating the given functional dependencies. For example, amoebas of h hbook, customer,
orderi i in Figure 3.1 contain some irrelevant structures such as (16,10,18), which does
not satisfy an FD order → book. If a customer node has many more order or book nodes,
the number of irrelevant structures to be produced is likely to increase. Therefore, its
computational cost could be quite huge.
Our solution to this problem is to decompose an amoeba join operation into a nested
form of several amoeba joins so that temporary results could be minimized by the use of
functional dependencies. This method enables us to selectively retrieve XML structures
that satisfy each functional dependency, and avoids extracting unwanted XML structures:
Theorem 3.4.1 (Amoeba Join Decomposition) Let F be a set of FDs, and I be a list of
input amoeba domains which covers NL(F). Let a : X → Y be an FD in F, we can
decompose an amoeba join operation as follows:
AJF(I) = AJX,Y(AJF−{a}(I − I0),I0)
where I0 is a subset of I, and each amoeba domain in I0 has no corresponding node labels
in NL(F − {a}), so I0 might be an empty list. When F or I is empty, AJF(I) is an empty
amoeba domain.
proof by induction. Let amoeba join expresssions P,Q be AJF(I), AJX,Y(AJF−{a}(I −
I0),I0), respectively. When |F| = 2, an instance p ∈ P is an amoeba, satisfying structural
constraints implied by the FDs in F − {a} and a : X → Y ∈ F, consequently P ⊂ Q. Let q
be an instance of Q. F − {a} consists of an FD, say A → B. Thus, the result of Q satisﬁes
h hX,Yi i and h hA, Bi i, that is q ∈ R(F); Q ⊂ P.
When |F| > 2, because of the hypothesis of the induction, AJF−{a}(I−I0) can be totally
decomposed into the form AJX1,Y1(AJX2,Y2(...(AJXn,Yn(...)))), where Xi → Yi ∈ F − {a}.
Thus, every instance of Q satisﬁes predicates h hX1,Y1i i, ...h hXn,Yni i, in addition, h hX,Yi i
because of the outmost amoeba join operation. Therefore the number of predicates is
equal between P and Q, consequently P = Q. CHAPTER 3 PURIFYING XML STRUCTURES 36
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f2: O      B
f3: O      C
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= AJO, C(AJF1(B, C, O))
= AJO, C(AJO, B(AJF2(B, C, O)))
= AJO, C(AJO, B(AJB, C, O(B, C, O)))
many instances
Figure 3.3: Decomposition order aﬀects the generated amoeba join schedules.
The decomposition in Theorem 3.4.1 can be used repeatedly to derive a series of
amoeba joins to calculate the original amoeba join. Figure 3.3 illustrates query sched-
ules generated by amoeba join decompositions. For simplicity, we use B,C and O to
denote both of node labels and amoeba domains of book, customer and order, respectively.
When we choose the FD B,C → O as a ﬁrst decomposition target, the query schedule
becomes as left-hand schedule in Figure 3.3. This schedule reduces the search space of
possible amoebas eﬀectively by evaluating functional dependencies f3 and f2 in earlier
steps, making it unnecessary to consider f1. On the other hand, the right-hand side sched-
ule uses the other FD ﬁrst, which ends up enumerating all possible structural ﬂuctuations,
and afterwards makes selections using FDs.
Functional dependencies are frequently observed between parents and their children,
e.g., order@id → order; the order node must be the parent of the order@id node. In this
case, we can explicitly decompose the amoeba join using parent-child join:
Corollary 3.4.2 For an FD a : P → C or C → P in F, where P is the parent node of C,
the amoeba join decomposition can be expressed as follows:
AJF(I) = PCP,C(AJF−{a}(I − I0),I0),
where PCP,C denotes the parent-child join, which is a specialized version of an amoebaCHAPTER 3 PURIFYING XML STRUCTURES 37
join that connects parent nodes P and child nodes C.
3.5 FD Based XML Query Processing
When FDs are deﬁned for an XML document, even if there are no explicit path struc-
tures in the query statements, a relation of XML speciﬁes XML structures of interest.
Unlike relational databases that have ﬁxed tables, a relation in XML varies according to
query context. In Figure 3.1, for example, if we want to query a pair of book and customer
nodes, order nodes are also required to detect book and customer nodes connected through
order nodes (illustrated as D2). On the other hand, just to retrieve only book and title nodes
(D1), we cannot use FDs related to customer or order, since book nodes 3,6, which are not
contained in D2, should be included in the result. Let NL be a list of node labels contained
in a query. We have to select FDs that are related to nodes in NL. In other words, NL
deﬁnes a set of FDs that conforms to a relation.
All relevant nodes to query nodes in NL can be determined by calculating a closure
NL+ of node labels [52, 39]. The computation of NL+ can be performed as follows: if
there is an FD such that all node labels in its left side are contained in NL, add a node
label in the right side of the FD to NL, then repeat this process until there is no change in
NL. We call the set of FDs used in this process as context FD, denoted FNL.
For example, suppose F = {book customer → order, order → book, order → customer}.
When NL = {book, customer}, NL+ = {book, customer, order}, and FNL is identical to F
because all FDs are used. When NL = {book, title}, NL+ = NL and FNL is empty as no
FDs are involved. This means no structural constraint is found between book and title. If
we add title → book to F, then FNL becomes {title → book}.
A relation R(FNL) is a result amoeba domain of a query for nodes in NL. In other
words, XML structures for querying nodes in NL are deﬁned by R(FNL). When no FD is
deﬁned for some node label n ∈ NL, we just perform amoeba joins AJNL(AJFNL(I),n) so
as to retrieve amoebas containing n; other nodes in NL − n satisﬁes FNL. For example,
AJF(book,order,title) is evaluated with a nested amoeba join:
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since there is no FD for title nodes. While an amoeba join AJF(book, customer) requires
order nodes, but order is not speciﬁed in the query, so we have to eliminate order nodes
using a projection after the amoeba join processing:
AJF(book, customer) = πbook, customer(AJF(book, customer, order)).
3.6 Ubiquitous Keys
Tree structures are not suﬃcient to represent data models of the real world, which
tend to have a graph structure [25]. To accommodate XML’s single-tree structure to the
graph-structured data model, we have to manage multiple hierarchies of XML data within
a single XML document. Figure 3.1 is an example of multiple hierarchies; book list, cus-
tomer list and order list.
In addition, to make connections between these hierarchies, we need keys for XML
[11] to relate nodes in an XML document. A key is a special case of an FD, and it can be
used to uniquely locate XML nodes. However, to manage mixtures of variously structured
data, rather than using one-to-one connection of nodes with keys, which oblige the users to
specify both sides of connected nodes explicitly, it is more convenient to make equivalent
classesof XMLnodestoautomaticallyconnectrelatednodes. Inthis section, weintroduce
the ubiquitous keys, which deﬁne equivalent classes of XML nodes.
We denote a ubiquitous key ϕ for a node label Y as X → Y, which has the same syntax
with FDs, but is diﬀerent in that it imposes no structural constraint on XML data, and if
two amoebas p,q agree on X, that is p.X = q.X, then p ≡ϕ q, that is p and q belong to
an equivalent class speciﬁed by ϕ. For example, ϕ1 = [book@isbn] → book is a ubiquitous
key specifying that book nodes with the same @isbn value are equivalent.
A ubiquitous key ϕ2: book, customer → order is another example. However, the right-
hand side of ϕ2 uses node IDs of book and customer nodes, which are usually managed
in the internals of a DBMS, so the user cannot specify the equivalent class of order nodes
within a query statement. In this case, we need ubiquitous keys for both of book and
customer nodes. For example, ubiquitous keys [book@isbn] → book and [customer@id] →
customer are required to provide text values for each of book and order nodes in ϕ2.CHAPTER 3 PURIFYING XML STRUCTURES 39
We must deﬁne ubiquitous keys so that we can resolve all non-text nodes in the left-
hand side with text nodes by recursively traversing a set of ubiquitous keys from the right-
hand side to the left-hand side. We use ρ(ϕ) to denote the set of all node labels found in the
above traversals from ϕ, and call ρ(ϕ) key domains. For example, given ubiquitous keys:
ϕ1 : [book@isbn] → book
ϕ2 : book, customer → order
ϕ3 : [customer@id] → customer,
their key domains are as follows: ρ(ϕ1) = {[book@isbn]}, ρ(ϕ2) = {book, customer,
[book@isbn], [customer@id]}, and ρ(ϕ3) = {[customer@id]}. Equivalence of XML nodes
u,v speciﬁed by a ubiquitous key ϕ, denoted u ≡ϕ v, can be determined by using text
nodes contained in ρ(ϕ):
Deﬁnition 3.6.1 (Equivalent Class of XML Nodes) Let ϕ be a ubiquitous key, and ρ(ϕ)
be its key domains. Let F be a set of FDs, and R be a relation R(Fρ(ϕ)), where Fρ(ϕ) is a
set of context FDs for node labels in ρ(ϕ). Given two nodes u,v contained in amoebas p,q
in ~R, respectively, u ≡ϕ v iﬀ for each text node label l in ρ(ϕ), p.l = q.l.
Let NL = ρ(ϕ), equivalent XML nodes can be retrieved with a query AJFNL(I). For
example, instances of R(Fρ(ϕ1)) are illustrated with red and blue circles in Figure 3.1, and
book nodes enclosed with the same colored one are equivalent. On the other hand, there is
no equivalent order nodes for ϕ2, instances of which are in D2, since there is no instances
p,q ∈ ~D2 such that a pair of [book@isbn] and [customer@id] values are the same.
As for the value equality of text nodes, we simply compare text values as strings, and
it is suﬃcient for the purpose of this paper. For various options of value equality of XML
nodes, see the discussion in [11].
An amoeba join operation is capable of querying structural ﬂuctuations. For example,
however, there is no matching amoeba h hbook, pending, order, titlei i in the XML data of
Figure 3.1, failing to retrieve meaningful information. Our approach to this problem is
to collect fragments of amoebas allowing null values, for example (book, null, null, title)
and (book, pending, order, null). Then, merge these tree-frame fragments based on the
equivalence of book elements speciﬁed by ubiquitous keys. We use AJ∗ to denote such an
amoeba join operation that allows null values:CHAPTER 3 PURIFYING XML STRUCTURES 40
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“xx1” 29 28
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title order pending [book@isbn ] book
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key domains
Key Value Query
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book
AJ* book, pending, order, title
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PC
book@isbn
book, pending, order, title
[book@isbn]
order
AJ* book, order tittle
[book@isbn]
Figure 3.4: Amoeba Join Schedule of AJ∗
F(book, [pending, order, title]). AJ∗ computes
fragments of amoebas, then these fragments are merged to ﬁll blank columns.
Deﬁnition 3.6.2 (AJ∗) Let NL be a list of node labels, and I be a list of input amoeba
domains covering NL, an amoeba join AJ∗
NL(I) outputs the same amoeba domain with
AJNL(I), except that each result amoeba is allowed to have null nodes other than the node
corresponding a ﬁrst node label in NL.
To facilitate ubiquitous keys, instead of AJ, we use AJ∗ to decompose an amoeba
join operation. Figure 3.4 illustrates a schedule of an amoeba join query Q = AJ∗
F(book,
[pending, order, title]), whichcomputestheequivalentclassesof booknodeswhileresolving
FDs. First, to detect equivalence of book nodes, the schedule of Q collects book and
book@isbn nodes, then perform PC-join of them since book@isbn → book (P1). Among
the inputs of Q, book and order have a structural constraint given by the FD order →
book, so we have to connect them by using a AJ∗ operation (P2), then compute structural
ﬂuctuations of book, pending, order and title nodes (P3). Figure 3.4 shows the intermediate
result in the phase (P3). Although every node id of book@isbn in Figure 3.4 is diﬀerent, by
comparing their key values, that is [book@isbn], we can ﬁnd equivalent rows (amoebas).
In (P4), equivalent rows are merged to ﬁll the blank column, and incomplete rows that
still has null values are eliminated. Finally, by using projection π, the query reports only
requested nodes by users in (P5), and the result is the lower table in Figure 3.4.Chapter 4
Amoeba Join Processing
Amoeba join can be used as a query method which does not require explicit path structures
in query statements; tag names or keywords are suﬃcient to perform searches. This chap-
ter introduces several amoeba join processing algorithms. The performance evaluation of
these algorithms will be described in Chapter 6.
4.1 Preliminaries
Given a list I of input amoeba domains D1,...,Dk and a list NL of node labels, an
amoeba join AJNL(I) receives instance tuples d = (d1,...,dk), where d ∈~D1 ×···×
~Dk. Then, the amoeba join AJNL(I) locates a set of instance tuples, such that the projec-
tion of each instance tuple d on NL, denoted by πNL(d), composes amoeba.
Note that, amoeba join processing is independent of node retrieval from databases;
we can separate database scans for instances of amoeba domains from the amoeba join
processing. This independence is important because it enables amoeba join to be incorpo-
rated into other existing query-processing techniques.
In the algorithm descriptions that follow, we assume that every XML node is labeled
with an interval (start,end) [33]. This type of the XML index is illustrated in Figure
5.1 in Chapter 5. A pair of two arbitrary intervals is disjoint; one subsumes the other as
a subrange. By encoding XML tree structure hierarchy in the form of an interval tree,
detection of ancestor-descendant relationships between two nodes becomes a containment
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test of two intervals, i.e. a node p is an ancestor of another node q iﬀ p.start < q.start ∧
q.end < p.end.
4.2 Brute-force Amoeba Join
First, we describe a process to determine whether a given node tuple is an amoeba.
The function isAmoeba(t) receives a node tuple t = πNL(d), which is a projection of an
instance tuple d on NL, and returns true if it ﬁnds a node interval in t with the smallest
start value that completely contains the other intervals. Such an interval is the common
ancestor of the others; i.e., this node tuple constructs an amoeba.
With the decision function isAmoeba(t), we can write a simple brute-force amoeba join
processing algorithm (Algorithm 1). This brute-force version computes all permutations
of the input sets, but is apparently ineﬃcient.
Algorithm 1 Brute-force Amoeba Join Algorithm
Input: Instances of amoeba domains D1,...,Dk, and a list NL of node labels
Output: A set R of amoebas
1: R ⇐ nil
2: for all instance tuple d in the permutation ~D1 ×···× ~Dk do
3: if isAmoeba(πNL(d)) then
4: push d into R
5: return R
Two more eﬃcient amoeba join algorithms are detailed below. The sweep algorithm
improves the brute-force algorithm by sequentially sweeping the input node sets. The
quicker algorithm reduces disk I/Os by localizing search regions.
4.3 Sweep Algorithm of Amoeba Join
By sorting the input amoeba domains in advance in the order of start values of nodes
speciﬁed in NL, it becomes more eﬃcient to ﬁnd amoebas because the amoeba root of
a node tuple t = (t1,...,tm) always has the smallest start value in t1,...,tm. The sweepCHAPTER 4 AMOEBA JOIN PROCESSING 43
algorithm (Algorithm 2) searches amoeba root nodes by sweeping the sorted input node
sets.
Algorithm 2 Sweep Amoeba Join Algorithm
Input: Sorted instances of input amoeba domains D1,...,Dk, and a list NL of node labels
Output: A set R of amoebas
1: R ⇐ nil.
2: while true do
3: if some of ~D1, ..., ~Dk is empty then
4: return R // no more amoeba tuples
5: create a node tuple t = (t1,...,tm) = πNL(d), where d is an instance tuple
d =(~D1.front, ...~Dk.front)
6: Let s be the smallest start node index in t, then ts is the smallest node in ~D1, ...,
~Dk
7: if isAmoeba(t) then
8: // s is the amoeba root node index in t
9: By searching the range of (ts.start,ts.end) in each ~Dj (1 ≤ j ≤ k, j , s), collect
instances of ~Dj that have descendant nodes of ts, which are speciﬁed in NL,
then construct a set Aj of these instances.
10: As is a set containing only the instance of ~Ds which has the current amoeba
root ts.
11: If every Aj(1 ≤ j ≤ k) is not empty, all permutations of (A1,...,Ak) construct
amoeba tuples, so insert them into R.
12: remove the instance containing ts from ~Ds // all amoebas rooted by ts are found
In Step 6 of Algorithm 2, a node ts with the the smallest value in the input is assumed
to be an amoeba root. Because no other element in the input sets has a smaller start value
than ts, scanning the range of (ts.start,ts.end) in Dj(1 ≤ j ≤ k, j , s) is suﬃcient to ﬁnd
all descendant nodes of ts (Step 9). Then using these descendant nodes and ts, we can
enumerate all amoeba tuples rooted by ts (Step 11). When the algorithm reaches Step 12,
it is assured that all amoebas whose root’s start value is smaller than or equal to the current
amoeba root candidate ts are found.CHAPTER 4 AMOEBA JOIN PROCESSING 44
4.4 Heuristics for Search Space Reduction
Here, we introduce the quicker algorithm, a more elaborate version of amoeba join,
which is integrated with index look-ups. While the sweep algorithm reads all nodes in
the given query domains from the database, the quicker algorithm (Algorithm 3) tries to
reduce this disk I/Os. For brevity of explanation, to specify each instance of an input
amoeba domain, we mention only nodes, which belongs to NL, contained in the instance.
For example, we denote a node v speciﬁed in NL in an instance of an amoeba domain D
as v ∈ ~D ignoring the other nodes contained in the instance.
For a node tuple to be an amoeba, each node in the tuple must be a descendant of
the amoeba root node. When a node v is considered a part of an amoeba, its amoeba
root is either v or one of its ancestor nodes. Figure 4.1 illustrates this idea of localizing
database scans within the descendant area of an amoeba root node candidate. Given a
pivot node, which is considered a component of an amoeba, the quicker algorithm in Step
5 ﬁnds its ancestor nodes, i.e., amoeba root candidates, then searches the descendant area
for other components of amoeba tuples. The quicker algorithm chooses pivot nodes from
the smallest domain, say Di, because the smaller the cardinality |Di|, the fewer amoeba
root candidates and their descendant nodes (components of amoebas).
For this purpose, we use the frequency count (or its estimation) of nodes belonging to
each of the query domains. Given domains of an amoeba join query AJNL(D1,...,Dk), let
E = (e1,...,ek) be frequency of D1,...,Dk. When the value of |Di| is available, ei = |Di|,
if not, ei = ∞. A function f sorts ei so that ef(1) ≤ ··· ≤ ef(k). Quicker algorithm chooses
pivot nodes from Df(1) (Step 4).
The quicker algorithm (Algorithm 3) utilizes three types of index scan; for retrieving
nodes in Df(1), which is the smallest domain (Step 2); for retrieving ancestor nodes of a
pivot node (Step 5); and for scanning descendant nodes of an amoeba root candidate (Step
11). A database index that supports these three types of index scans is required to perform
the quicker algorithm. In Chapter 5, we show an eﬃcient XML index that supports these
scans.
This type of search space reduction (Figure 4.1) is not available in the lca method,
because an lca node tends to be the root of XML; it does not reduce the search space at all.
Another reason that makes this optimization possible is the design concept of amoeba join,CHAPTER 4 AMOEBA JOIN PROCESSING 45
Algorithm 3 Quicker Amoeba Join Algorithm
Input: Input amoeba domains D1,...,Dk, a list NL of node labels, and sorting function
f
Output: A set R of amoebas
1: Initialize priority queues (sorted by start order) Qi ⇐ empty (i = 1,...,k)
2: ﬁll the Qf(1) with nodes in Df(1) by fetching from the database (index scan)
3: for i = 1...|Df(1)| do
4: pivot = Qf(1).top
5: query pivot’s ancestor nodes (index scan), then push them into corresponding Qp(p ,
f(1)).
6: repeat
7: s = the smallest start node index in Q1.top, ...,Qk.top.
8: ts = Qs.top // an amoeba root candidate
9: pop all entries q ahead of the ts, i.e. ∀q ∈ Qi,q.start < ts.start
10: for j = f(1)... f(k) do
11: push unread descendant nodes of ts in Dj into Qj. (index scan)
12: goto Step 17 if Qj is empty (ts cannot be an amoeba root)
13: // all of the Qp(p , f(1)) is not empty
14: By searching the range of (ts.start,ts.end) in each Qj(1 ≤ j ≤ k, j , s), collect
descendant nodes of ts, then construct a set of these nodes Aj.
15: As = {ts} // contains only the current amoeba root candidate
16: If every Aj(1 ≤ j ≤ k) is not empty, all permutations of (A1,...,Ak) construct
amoeba tuples, so insert them into R.
17: pop Qs // all amoebas rooted by ts are computed
18: until s = f(1) // exit when the pivot node is popped
19: return RCHAPTER 4 AMOEBA JOIN PROCESSING 46
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Figure 4.1: A small number of pivot nodes helps to reduce index scan ranges.
which tries to ﬁnd common ancestor nodes from speciﬁc domains, while the approach of
the lca or slca [34, 56] is to ﬁnd common ancestors from the entire nodes in an XML
document.
4.5 Disk I/O Performance
When the height of an XML tree is h, the number of nodes retrieved by one ancestor
query is at most h. The quicker algorithm retrieves ancestor nodes for each node in |Df(1)|,
and thus it requires h|Df(1)| node retrievals from the database. Another factor that deﬁnes
thediskI/Operformanceofthequickeralgorithmishowmanynoderetrievalstheheuristic
of Figure 4.1 saves. Let D0
i be a sub-domain of Di, which is retrieved by the quicker
algorithm; then, the number of nodes scanned in the quicker algorithm is h|Df(1)| + |D0
1| +
···+|D0
k|. However, the sweep algorithm consumes all nodes in the query domains; i.e., it
searches |D1|+···+|Dk| nodes. When |Df(1)| is suﬃciently small, as in the example shown
in Figure 4.1, |D0
i| is typically considerably smaller than |Di|. In addition, the height of the
XML, h, is generally limited; only rarely is h larger than 100. Consequently, the quicker
algorithm is often less costly in terms of disk I/O than the sweep algorithm.
This search space reduction is similar to pushing selection, a query optimization tech-
nique for relational databases [39]. XML typically contains many repeat paths, and there-
fore, reducing the size of query domains by attaching conditions, such as predicates on text
values, to the path expression queries is a common method. Hence, the quicker algorithmCHAPTER 4 AMOEBA JOIN PROCESSING 47
utilizes a simple optimization to reduce disk I/Os.Chapter 5
XML Indexing
Several indexing methods have been proposed to encode tree structures and path struc-
tures of XML, which are generally called structure indexes. These indexes enable us to
eﬃciently query XML data according to several structural conditions. Although amoeba
join operations can be performed without using structures, initial inputs of the amoeba
join, e.g. //book, //customer/name, etc., should be retrieved using node names or some path
contexts. In addition, the quicker algorithm described in the previous chapter requires
retrievals of ancestor or descendant nodes of a speciﬁc context node.
From these considerations, we observed that an index for XML has to process tree
structures and path structures simultaneously. In this chapter, to handle these various
aspects of XML, we present the design of our novel multidimensional index. Previous
work of XML indexing has often developed specialized data structures tailored to some
query patterns to handle this multidimensionality, however, their availability to the other
types of queries has been obscure. Our method can be implemented on top of the standard
B+-tree, and is adaptive to various combinations of structural predicates, including suﬃx
paths, ancestor, descendant, etc.
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Figure 5.1: Interval labels of XML
5.1 Backgrounds
5.1.1 Tree-Structure Indexes
XML has a tree structure, however, ancestor and descendant axes cannot be eﬃciently
evaluated with standard tree navigations such as depth-ﬁrst or breadth-ﬁrst traversals. To
make faster the process of ancestor-descendant queries, two types of node labeling meth-
ods have been developed; the interval label [33] and the preﬁx label [37]. The interval la-
bel (see also Figure 5.1) utilizes containment of intervals to represent ancestor-descendant
relationships of XML nodes. For example, if an interval label of a node p contains another
interval of a node q, p is an ancestor of q. The preﬁx label assigns node id paths from the
root node to each node so that if the label of a node p is a preﬁx of the label of a node q,
p is an ancestor of q. Both of the node labeling strategies are fundamentally same in that
they are designed to instantly detect ancestor-descendant relationships of two XML nodes.
This operation is called structural joins [3]. Figure 5.1 shows an example of the interval
label. The interval assigned to each node subsumes intervals of its child and descendant
nodes. These node labels are favorable in that they can be aligned in the document order
of nodes by seeing start values of these intervals. Therefore, these labels can also be used
to traverse the tree structures of XML in both of the depth-ﬁrst and breadth-ﬁrst manner.
We call this types of indexes for tree navigation, tree-structure indexes.CHAPTER 5 XML INDEXING 50
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Figure 5.2: Projection of the interval labels (start, end) on a 2D-plain
5.1.2 Path-Structure Indexes
To eﬃciently evaluate path expression queries, in addition to thetree-structure indexes,
we also need path-structure indexes, which reduce the overhead of tree navigation by
clustering nodes that belong to the same tag or attribute name paths. There are many
proposalshowtoencodepathstructuresofXML,varyingfromsimplyassigninganinteger
id to each independent path in the XML document [29] to creating a summary graph of
path structures [18, 35].
When a query contains the descendant-axis (//), we can localize the search spaces for
the descendant nodes. For example, an XPath query //Japan//item can be decomposed into
two paths; //Japan and //item, and the search space for //item will be localized according to
the results of //Japan (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). Therefore, the tree-structure and path-
structure indexes should be integrated to evaluate this types of queries.
In addition, we usually have to query not only with tag names of XML nodes but
also with suﬃx paths. For example, an XPath //Japan//headline/item contains a suﬃx pathCHAPTER 5 XML INDEXING 51
path ID inverted path path ID inverted path
1  news\ 11  editorial\Japan\news\
2  Japan\news\ 12  editorial\CA\USA\news\
3  headline\Japan\news\ 13  sports\Japan\news\
4  headline\NY\USA\news\ 14  USA\news\
5  headline\CA\USA\news\ 15  NY\USA\news\
6  item\headline\Japan\news\ 16  traffic\NY\USA\news\
7  item\headline\NY\USA\news\ 17  info\traffic\NY\USA\news\
8  item\editorial\Japan\news\ 18  jam\info\traffic\NY\USA\news\
9  item\editorial\CA\USA\news\ 19  CA\USA\news\
10  item\sports\Japan\news\
Figure 5.3: Inverted Path Labels of Figure 5.1
//headline/item. Rather than querying headline and item nodes individually, it is far more
eﬃcient to scan nodes that have suﬃx paths //headline/item directly, since there are many
item nodes whose parents are not the headline nodes. To improve accessibility to suﬃx
paths, the p-label has been proposed [57]. The essence of the p-label is to invert the
sequences of paths occurring in the XML document, which we call inverted paths, and
align these inverted paths in the lexicographical order considering each tag or attribute
name in the paths as a comparison unit. Figure 5.3 shows an example of inverted paths,
where each inverted path is labeled with an integer id. To evaluate an XPath query //item,
we have to collect nodes whose inverted path ids are contained in the range [6,11). When
a more detailed path is speciﬁed, for example, //headline/item, the query range narrows to
[6,8). With the inverted path ids, we can perform suﬃx path queries with range searches.
5.2 Multidimensional Aspects of XML
In this section, we show why the integration of tree-structure and path-structure in-
dexes is so important. Figure 5.2 shows the mapping of the intervals (start, end) in Figure
5.1 into a two-dimensional plane. The beneﬁt of the interval labeling is that we can enclose
all ancestor (descendant) nodes of some nodes within its upper left (lower right) rectangu-
lar region. For example, all ancestor nodes of the NY node (21,34) is enclosed in its upper
left rectangle. The process of a query, say /news/Japan//item, has to accurately extract item
nodes within the subtree rooted by Japan (a shaded region in the ﬁgures). Since someCHAPTER 5 XML INDEXING 52
item nodes exist out of this region, the index structure for XML demands the capability to
capture nodes by the combination of start, end, and paths.
Although the 2D plane is useful to track ancestor and descendant nodes, we also need
the information of the node depth (level) to process wild-cards in path expressions. For
example, XPath expressions /news/* and /news/US/*/*/*, which are useful to investigate
the structure of XML database, require the level information to eﬃciently collect the an-
swer nodes, since without indexes for the level values, its process has to traverse the tree-
structure in depth-ﬁrst or breadth-ﬁrst manner; it is ineﬃcient when the depth is deep. Our
experimental results conﬁrm the ineﬃciency of these tree traversal methods for wild-card
queries, i.e. the sibling-axis steps.
XPath [15] has 11 types of axis steps for tree navigations, that are ancestor, de-
scendant, parent, child, attribute, preceding-sibling, following-sibling, ancestor-or-self,
descendant-or-self, preceding, and following1. Among them, the six types of axis steps,
ancestor(-or-self), descendant(-or-self), preceding and following, can be processed with
thetwo-dimensionalindexesfortheintervallabels (start, end). Theparent, child, preceding-
sibling and following-sibling axis-steps require all of start, end, level values, since start and
end values are not suﬃcient to detect parent-child relationships of nodes. If attribute nodes
of XML are modeled as child nodes of tags, the attribute-axis can be seen the same with
the child-axis. Therefore, all of 11 axis-steps can be processed with the combination of
(start, end, level) indexes, i.e. a tree-structure index.
In addition to the tree-structure indexes, if we have a path-structure index, we can eﬃ-
ciently answer XPath queries, even if these answers are contained in meandering regions
as illustrated in the query region for /news/Japan//item in Figure 5.2. Therefore, to cre-
ate a multi-dimensional index of tree-structures and path-structures of XML is a key to
accelerate XML query processing.
1The other two axis steps deﬁned in XPath [15] are the namespace and self axis, which do not require any
tree traversal.CHAPTER 5 XML INDEXING 53
5.3 Multidimensional XML Index
In order to construct an XML database, we utilize a combination of tree-structure
indexes, and path-structure indexes. Although, there are many proposals for labeling each
type of index, we adopted labels that can be easily represented with integers.
We encode every XML node with a label:
(start, end, level, path, text),
where start and end represent interval labels of XML, and level is the node depth. The path
is the inverted path id described in Section 5.1.2. The text is a text content enclosed in the
tag or attribute. Every attribute element in XML is assigned the same interval and level
value with its belonging tag, so as to learn the subtree range of the tag from the index of
the attribute node.
Although we utilized the interval labels for tree structures, other labeling schemes,
such as preﬁx labels, can substitute them, and the XML label will be (preﬁx-label, level,
path, text). Each preﬁx label contains all preﬁx labels of its ancestor nodes, so there is no
need to have end values for ancestor queries. The path labels also can be replaced simply
with tag IDs or other labels.
The above labeling scheme is used to create our multidimensional index. To index
multidimensional data, it is general to use R-tree, which groups together nodes that are
in close spatial proximity. However, implementations of R-tree are not yet as matured as
B+-tree, which is broadly employed in the industrial strength DBMSs, while R-tree is not.
Although B+-tree is a one-dimensional index structure, we can store the multidimensional
data into the B+-tree by using a space-ﬁlling curve [42], such as Hilbert curve, Peano
curve etc. The space-ﬁlling curve traces the entire multidimensional space with a single
stroke, and it can be used to align multidimensional points in one dimensional space.
However, what kind of space-ﬁlling curve is suited for XML indexing? To answer
this question, let us conﬁrm our objective to construct multidimensional indexes; that is
to make clusters of nodes that have same attribute values as possible, for example, nodes
having same level values and same suﬃx paths, so that we can eﬃciently query nodes with
combinations of these attribute values, i.e. start, end, level and path.CHAPTER 5 XML INDEXING 54
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Figure 5.4: Interleave function generates a z-order from an index (start, end, level, path)
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Figure 5.5: Z-order speciﬁes a position on the z-curve.
To meet this demand, we chose a straightforward approach; bit-interleaving of coordi-
nate values. It gives a position on the z-curve [38, 42], which is also a space-ﬁlling curve.
The interleave function illustrated in Figure 5.4 receives coordinate values of a point as
input, and from their bit-string representations, it retrieves single bits from heads of co-
ordinate values in a round-robin manner, then computes the z-order, which is an absolute
position on the z-curve (Figure 5.5). This linear ordering of XML nodes enables us to
implement the multidimensional index on top of the B+-tree. In addition, each step in the
z-order in Figure 5.4 has a role to split each dimension. The ﬁrst step splits each dimension
into two, and the second step splits each slice into 2, resulting in 22 = 4 slices, and so on.
If two nodes are close in the multidimensional space, their z-values are also likely to be
close in the some steps. It means these nodes will be probably placed in the same leaf
page in the B+-tree, and it is the nature of bit-interleaving.CHAPTER 5 XML INDEXING 55
5.3.1 Normalizing Index Resolution
The interleave function extracts bits beginning from the MSB (most signiﬁcant bit).
When value domains of the interleaved indexes are far diﬀerent, for example, the domain
of start values is 0 ≤ start < 210, and that of level values is 0 ≤ level < 23, the change
of a value in a smaller domain has as equal signiﬁcance to the z-order as that of the larger
domains. In general, the depth of XML documents is not greater than 100, while the
interval label for XML requires as large a value as the number of nodes, which can be
more than 100,000. Thus, if we use the same bit-length number to represent each index
value, the level values are less important in the z-order, and we fail to separate XML nodes
level by level. It will deteriorate the sibling query performance.
To avoid this problem, we adjust the resolution of each index, which is the maximum
bit length that is enough to represent all values in the index domain. We denote the reso-
lution of an index as r. For example, when a domain of some index is a range [0,vmax), its
resolution r is dlog2 vmaxe. The normalizem(v) function converts an integer value v, whose
resolution is r, into an m-bit integer value. We deﬁne normalizem(v) = bv/2r−mc, ignoring
the fraction. For example, when m = 8 and the resolution of each index of (start, end, level,
path) is 10, 10, 3 and 4, respectively, an XML index (100, 105, 3, 2) is normalized to the 8-
bit values (25, 26, 96, 32). By using normalized index values to compute z-orders, we can
adjust the resolution so that level or path values, whose domains are usually small, aﬀect
much more to the z-order than start or end values. We simply denote this normalization
process for some node p as normalize(p).
5.3.2 Range Query Algorithm
The idea that utilizing z-curve for multidimensional indexes is ﬁrst mentioned in the
zkd-BTree [38] and is improved in the UB-tree [7]. Although both of them extended the
standard B+-tree structure to make it eﬃcient for multidimensional queries, we introduce
a multidimensional range query processing algorithm without modifying existing B+-tree
structures. In our algorithm, we need only two standard functions for the B+-tree; ﬁnd and
next. The find(k) receives a key value k and ﬁnds the smallest entry whose key value is
greater than or equal to k. The next(e) returns the next entry of an entry e in the B+-tree.CHAPTER 5 XML INDEXING 56
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Figure 5.6: Range query algorithm
We denote the z-order of a node p = (start, end, level, path) as zorder(p), and coordi-
nates speciﬁed by the z-order z as coord(z). Then, coord(zorder(p)) = p. Each entry in
the B+-tree has the structure: zorder(normalize(p)) ⇒ p, and sorted in the z-order. To
perform a multidimensional query for a hyper-rectangle region Q(ps, pe), where ps and
pe are the multidimensional points specifying the beginning and end points of the query
range, we can utilize a property of z-orders; all points p in the query range Q satisfy
zorder(ps) ≤ zorder(p) ≤ zorder(pe) [7].
Algorithm 4 shows the range query algorithm, and Figure 5.6 illustrates its behavior.
Sinceallnodesarealignedinthez-orderintheB+-tree, wehavetoscanthekeyrangeofz-
order from zorder(normalize(ps)) to zorder(normalizeceil(pe)), where normalizeceil(p) is a
function to calculate ceiling values, dv/2r−me, of each normalized coordinate value v/2r−m,
wherer isaresolutionofadimension, andmisacommonbitlengthafternormalizingeach
coordinate. That z-orders computed from normalized coordinate values may have round
errors, so there is a case that coord(normalize(p)) is contained in the normalized query
range NQ(normalize(ps),normalizeceil(pe)), but p is not in Q, since if we de-normalize
NQ, illustrated in Figure 5.6 as pseudo-query range, it is always equal to or larger than Q.
Even though, the containment test for NQ (Step 10) is useful to detect whether the current
z-order is completely out of range of Q. In this case, we can compute the nextZorderCHAPTER 5 XML INDEXING 57
Algorithm 4 Range query algorithm
Input: Q(ps, pe) : query range
Output: A node set within the query range
1: NQ = (normalize(ps),normalizeceil(pe)) // normalized query range of Q
2: zs = zorder(ps), ze = zorder(pe)
3: z = zs // set the initial z-order to the beginning of the query range
4: // ﬁnd an entry e in the B+-tree that has the smallest z-order larger than z.
5: e = find(z)
6: while e is not nil do
7: z = e.z // e.z is the z-order (key value) of the entry e
8: if z > ze then
9: return // end of the query
10: if coord(z) is contained in NQ then
11: while e is not nil and e.z = z do
12: // retrieve nodes whose z-order is z in the B+-tree
13: if the entry e is contained in Q then
14: output e
15: e = next(e) // move to the next entry of e in the B+-tree
16: else
17: nextZorder = the smallest z-order larger than z and contained in NQ.
18: e = find(nextZorder)
that re-enters into the query box NQ (Step 17). It skips some nodes in the outside of the
query box and saves disk I/O costs. An eﬃcient algorithm to compute next z-orders is
described in [40]; in essence, this algorithm locates the most-signiﬁcant bit-position, say
j, in the z-order that can be safely set to one without jumping out of the query range, then
adjusts other bit values which are lower than j so that the z-order becomes the smallest
one contained in the the query range but larger than the original z-order.Chapter 6
Experimental Results
We evaluated the performance of our XML indexing method in comparison with the stan-
dard XML index structures. By using these indexes, we also measured the performance
of several amoeba join processing algorithms, and the performance gain achieved by the
amoeba-join decomposition techniques.
6.1 Settings
Implementation. We implemented all of the database indexes and algorithms in C++.
The index implementation uses B+-trees provided by the BerkeleyDB library [50]. Given
an XML document, we labeled each XML node with (start, end, level, path ID, text). The
pair (start, end) is an interval representation of XML nodes [33], described in Chapter
5. The level is the depth of a node in the XML tree, and required to detect parent-child
relationships of XML nodes. The path ID represents an inverted path ID assigned to each
independent path. The text is a text content encapsulated by tags or attributes.
Machine Environment. As a test vehicle, we used an Windows XP, Pentium M 2GHz
notebook with 1GB main memory and 5,400 rpm HDD (100GB).
Database Settings. The page size of the B+-tree is set to 1K. We prepared a somewhat
larger size of the page caches (128MB) so as to ignore the eﬀect of inadvertent disk I/O
delay, which is usually caused by random-disk accesses. This is because moving the
disk head is the most time-consuming disk operation, in addition, the eﬀect of which
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signiﬁcantly varies according to OS status and the types of storages, e.g. IDE, SCSI,
RAID5, ﬂashmemories, etc. Hence, wesetupsothatmostofthequeriescanbeperformed
on the main memories after the database contents are cached, but a query that inherently
requires many page-fetch operations has to perform actual disk reads; This type of query
processing becomes slower when we have smaller caches. In the following experiments,
for each query, we measured the average performance of hot-runs when disk pages are
fully or partially cached.
6.2 XML Index
First, we evaluated the query performance of the proposed index in Chapter 5 for
several types of queries, e.g. ancestor, descendant, sibling, and path-suﬃx queries, which
are the basic components to process more complicated queries such as structural joins [3],
twig-queries [27], etc.
Our system, called Xerial, uses the index structure described in Chapter 5, which has
the form: z-order ⇒ (start, end, level, path, text), where the values of z-order are keys of
B+-tree entries; each XML nodes are sorted in ascending order of the z-order within the
B+-tree. Every z-order is represented with 64-bit integer. And also, all of start, end, level
and path values are described with 32-bit integers. These values are normalized to 16-bit
integers when computing z-orders.
To clarify the beneﬁt of our method, we prepared two competitors for Xerial; start
index and path-start index. The start index simply sorts XML nodes in the order of start
values. It has the data structure (start ⇒ end, level, path, text) in B+-tree. The path-start
index, ((path, start) ⇒ end, level, text), sorts nodes ﬁrst by path, then by start orders. These
structures can localize search space of path queries within some subtree range, and similar
structure is utilized in [14, 33]. However, the following experiments reveal that such
simple integration of indexes has several weak points.CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 60
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Figure 6.1: DB construction time and DB size.
6.2.1 Database Size
We compared database sizes of start index and Xerial. Figure 6.1 shows their actual
database sizes and construction times for various scaling factors (1 to 10) of the XMark’s
benchmark XML documents [49]. The secondary index in Figure 6.1 shows the database
size if we constructs three B+-tree indexes for end, level, path values to complement the
functionality of the start index. Even though Xerial has additional z-orders, its database
size is almost the same with the start index, and also it is much more compact than creating
multiple secondary indexes. It is mainly because the B+-tree of Xerial has some duplicate
entries having the same z-orders, and it makes smaller the number of key values stored in
the internal pages of the B+-tree, while the start index stores each start value, which has
no duplicates. Therefore, the use of z-order is beneﬁcial to make lower the depth of the
B+-tree.
6.2.2 Query Performance
The following experiments are conducted on an XMark document (113MB, scaling
factor = 1.0), and we measured the average times for individual query operations, ignoring
the output costs of reporting the query results.CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 61
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Figure 6.2: Suﬃx-path query performance (left)
Figure 6.3: Subtree query performance (right)
Suﬃx Path Query. First, we compared performance of suﬃx path queries. Figure 6.2
shows how fast each index can collect nodes that have the same path suﬃxes. The path-
start index, which has clusters of suﬃx paths is the fastest, and Xerial performs as fast as
the path-start index, because the interleave function of Xerial also plays a role to group
together nodes which have the same suﬃx path. The start index is weak in processing this
type of queries since it has to scan the whole index because the information of paths is
stored in the leaf pages of the B+-tree, so we omit its result.
In order to show that the importance of having ﬂexibility for the choice of node labels,
we also compared the performance of suﬃx path queries when inverted path cannot be
used. The tag-start index uses tag IDs instead of inverted path IDs, so it must perform
several nested structural joins [3] to achieve the answer, and shows poor performance
other than the Q3, that is the tag-only query.
Subtree Retrieval. The start index is the most suitable data structure for subtree retrievals
because nodes in a subtree are sequentially ordered. It shows the fastest result (Figure 6.3).
Nevertheless, both of Xerial and path-start index show almost identical performance to the
start index.
Ancestor Retrieval. Ancestor query is useful to retrieve parent or ancestor information
from some node directly accessed from additional secondary index structures such as the
one for traversing IDREF edges, or inverted indexes for text contents. This query needs
to ﬁnd nodes which satisfy start < s ∧ e < end, where (s,e) are start and end positionCHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 62
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Figure 6.4: Ancestor query performance
of the base node of the query. Figure 6.4 shows the performance of the ancestor queries
for various positions of base nodes, whose level is 12. The start index processes this query
from the root node, and it skips subtrees which are not the ancestor of the base node.
The performance of Xerial is stable, because it can eliminate the search space by using a
combination of start and end axes. On the other hand, the path-start index breaks the start
order down into multiple clusters grouped by path IDs. Consequently, it cannot utilize the
tree structure of XML. In addition, it cannot eliminate the search space by using the end
values, therefore it is ineﬃcient when the base node of the query has a lot of preceding
nodes in the document order. The start index has the same deﬁcit. This result indicates that
the ancestor query performance of start and path-start indexes depends on the database
size, and the position of the query context node.
Sibling Retrieval. Notable usage of sibling node retrievals is to ﬁnd blank spaces for
nodeinsertions, tocomputeparent-childjoinsandwild-card(*)queries. Xerialremarkably
outperforms the other indexes (Figure 6.5). This is because these indexes except Xerial
have diﬃculty to ﬁnd nodes in the target level. The start index must repeat searching the
tree for a node in the target level with a depth-ﬁrst traversal, while skipping unrelated
descendant nodes occasionally. The path-start index performs this process in every cluster
of paths. This descendant skip works well when the target depth of sibling is low; however,
asthelevelbecomesdeeper, itcannotskipsomanydescendantsandthecostoftheB+-treeCHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 63
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Figure 6.5: Sibling query performance
searches increases. To see this ineﬃciency, we also provided the result using sequential
scan of the entire index, and it shows similar performance to the start index and path-start
index for deep levels.
In summary, to eﬃciently process queries of suﬃx paths, siblings, subtrees and an-
cestors, the start-index and the path-start index require additional secondary indexes. For
example, start index should have indexes for level and path, and path-start index needs at
least three indexes for end, level, and sufﬁx path. Our experiments show Xerial’s all-around
performance for various types of queries. In spite of this faculty, the index size remains
compact.
Discussion. Here, we would like to mention some tips that ﬁnally lead us to this per-
formance. At ﬁrst, we used 32-bit integers to represent z-orders, but this implementation
performs poorly for every types of queries in the experiments. This is because the 32-bit
z-order splits each dimension only to 28 slices. It is too coarse and results in that too many
nodes are assigned the same z-orders; there are many overﬂowed B+-tree pages, slowing
down every search operations. On the other hand, if we use the ﬁnest resolution so that
every point in the multidimensional space has a unique z-order, such large key values will
soon ﬁll the internal pages of the B+-tree and end up lowering the B+-tree’s branching
factors. This also deteriorates the search speed. The optimal resolution might be achievedCHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 64
when each disk page have a unique z-order. To accomplish this, the UB-tree [7] extended
the implementation of the B+-tree.
6.3 Amoeba Join Processing
We measured the performance of three amoeba join algorithms explained in Chapter
4; brute-force (BF), sweep (SW), and quicker algorithm(QK). The ﬁrst two algorithms can
incorporate various indexing techniques, so we compared them using sequential scans (S)
of XML nodes, and more eﬃcient index-based scans (I), using the XML index of Xerial.
This led to ﬁve types of amoeba join algorithms: BF/S (brute-force with sequential scan),
BF/I (brute-force with index scan), SW/S (sweep join processing with sequential scan),
SW/I (sweep join processing with index scan), and QK (quicker algorithm), which is a
mixture of index scanning and join processing. The goal of this section is to demonstrate
how we can reduce the computational cost of amoeba joins by using combinations of XML
indexes and amoeba join algorithms.
Implementation. The sequential scan method (S) reads XML nodes sequentially stored
in the B+-tree in the order of their start values. As for the index-base scan methods (SW/I
and BF/I) and the quicker algorithm (QK), we used Xerial’s index which is eﬃcient for
ﬁnding descendant nodes that belong to speciﬁc paths. The parent node retrieval in the
quicker algorithm (QK) utilizes ancestor query in the Xerial’s index. In addition, to ef-
ﬁciently retrieve input amoeba domains containing text predicates, we constructed an in-
verted index for text values (text ⇒ start) that looks up the start value (ID) of a node from
its text value. This type of the inverted index is used for QK, SW/I, and BF/I.
The reason we evaluated the sequential scan method is that it is somewhat analogous
to node stream processing, such as in handling SAX events, since this scan reads the
entire list of nodes to perform a query. Another reason to compare the index-based scan
methods to the sequential scan methods is to see that the former method, using some index
structures, is not too complex to invoke a lot of random disk access. Too much random
access may make query-processing algorithms slower than a sequential scan of all records.
The quicker algorithm (QK), used rough estimates of node frequencies; if Di, an input
amoeba domain has a text predicate, we assume |Di| = 1 or otherwise |Di| = ∞, becauseCHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 65
text
keyword
emph bold
Figure 6.6: Structural ﬂuctuation in XMark
QK SW/I SW/S BF/I BF/S QK SW/I SW/S BF/I BF/S QK SW/I SW/S BF/I BF/S
Q1 2.71 0.39 5.47  > 8d >  8d 22.91 1.97 30.81 > 3y >  3y 62.20 4.17 69.09 > 24y > 24 y
Q2 0.06 0.32 5.57 106.75 115.94 0.05 1.20 29.34 > 0.5h > 0.5h 0.06 2.67 67.12 > 11h > 11h
Q3 0.05 0.11 5.43 20.02 26.42 0.07 3.97 29.41 > 0.1h > 0.1h 0.06 8.95 66.02 > 0.5h > 0.5h
Q4 0.06 0.41 7.98 > 30y > 30y 0.05 10.96 43.41 > 162c > 162c 0.07 22.12 90.95 > 2631c > 2631c
Q1 : AJ(emph, bold, keyword) Q2 : AJ(emph, bold, keyword=>"aboard notes")
Q3 : AJ(item, @id="item100", description) Q4 : AJ(item, @id="item100", description, location, text)
 XMark (factor = 0.1, 12M)  XMark (factor = 0.5, 57M)  XMark (factor = 1.0, 114M)
h : hours (= 3600 sec), d : days (= 24h), y: years (= 365d), c: centuries (= 100y)
Figure 6.7: Amoeba join performance (sec.).
the response size of a keyword search is usually less than that of a path query. Although
a more accurate estimation strategy could be accommodated, this is suﬃcient for locating
one of the small domains.
DataSets. Inthefollowingexperiments, wealsousedXMark’sbenchmarkXMLdocuments[49],
which contains a lot of structural ﬂuctuations under its text tags. Figure 6.6 shows a part
of its DataGuide [18], a summary of path structure. The cycles in the DataGuide show
that three tags keyword, emph, and bold occur in arbitrary order within the document. We
prepared three types of XMark document, varying the scaling factors (f = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0).
Their structures were too complex to determine the path structures for a speciﬁc context,
showing that amoeba join is also useful for querying such complicated XML data.
Amoeba Join Performance
Figure 6.7 shows the performance of the amoeba join queries (Q1 to Q4). In the brute-
force algorithms BF/I and BF/S, some the computational complexity was too huge to com-
pute the result; thus, we show their estimation time, which was calculated using the per-
mutation size of a query and the elapsed time for processing its ﬁrst 500,000 nodes.CHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 66
In Q1, the quicker algorithm was slower than the sweep algorithm (SW/I) because the
sizes of emph, bold, and keyword were fairly large. As a consequence, excessive ancestor
node retrievals in the quicker algorithm deteriorated its performance. When a query con-
tains predicates (Q2, Q3, and Q4), the quicker algorithm performs an order of magnitude
faster than the others because the size of the domain constrained by a constant gets smaller.
Therefore, a combination of QK and SW/I algorithms provides the fastest performance;
when there is no low-frequency domain in a query, it uses the SW/I, and otherwise it uses
the QK.
The performance of SW/S scaled according to the database size. Although the time
required to scan the entire database was the same from Q1 to Q4, the processing of Q4 in
SW/S was the slowest; because the tuple size k of a query aﬀects the join performance.
The same is true for SW/I. However, the performance of the quicker algorithm was stable
regardless of tuple size.
6.4 Nested Amoeba Join
In this section, we present the diﬀerences of the amoeba join performance when using
amoeba join decomposition techniques.
Data Set. The data set we used in the experiments is synthesized XML documents of the
book store data, the data structure of which is the same with the one illustrated in Figure
3.1 in Chapter 3, but the numbers of book, customer and order nodes are diﬀerent. We
prepared various sizes of this XML data; 1M, 5M, 25M and 50M, in which we deﬁned
FDs: F = { book, customer → order, order → book, order → customer}, and a ubiquitous
key: [book@isbn] → book.
Figure 6.8 shows performances of various types of amoeba join queries, and Figure 6.9
shows their evaluation schedules using the nested form of amoeba joins. Q1, Q2 and Q3
are the amoeba join operations without using decomposition techniques, while Q4 takes
FDs into consideration. Q3 suﬀers from many instances of structural ﬂuctuations; for the
data set of 25M and 50M, we could not complete the query Q3, because this computation
caused out of memory errors. On the other hand, Q4 is evaluated eﬃciently.
Since every order node must always accompany unique book and customer nodes dueCHAPTER 6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 67
query statement 1M #result 5M #result 25M #result 50M #result
Q1 AJ(book, order) 0.24 9403 1.14 46146 5.60 223637 11.34 447174
Q2 AJ(customer, order) 0.14 9403 0.64 46146 3.24 223637 6.44 447174
Q3 AJ(order, book, customer) 3.00 583603 14.89 2857746
Q4 AJ F(order, book, customer) 0.51 9403 2.11 46146 10.41 223637 21.25 447174
Q5 AJ*(book, order) 0.32 16094 1.51 79102 7.46 383420 15.17 766740
Q6 AJ*(book, [order, pending, titile]) 1.17 66094 7.74 359102 112.08 1753420 486.66 3516740
Q7 AJ* F(book, [order, pending, titile]) 0.91 16594 4.30 81902 21.19 397120 88.51 792420
Out of Memory Out of Memory
Figure 6.8: Performance of amoeba joins (sec.) and their result sizes.
query statement schedule
Q1 AJ(book, order) AJ (book, order)
Q2 AJ(customer, order) AJ (customer, order)
Q3 AJ(order, book, customer) AJ (order, book, customer)
Q4 AJ F(order, book, customer) AJ o,c (AJ o,b (order, book), customer)
Q5 AJ*(book, order) AJ* (book, order)
Q6 AJ*(book, [order, pending, titile]) AJ* b,o,p,t (PC(book, book@isbn), order, pending, titile)
Q7 AJ* F(book, [order, pending, titile]) AJ* b,o,p,t (AJ* b,o (PC(book, book@isbn), order), pending, title) 
Figure 6.9: Queries used in the experiments, and their evaluation schedules.
to the FDs, the number of results should be the same through Q1 to Q4. However, the result
size of Q3 is quite huge. Suppose that each customer under the customer list (illustrated
in Figure 3.1) has n order nodes, where each order node has a child book node. Since Q3
does not consider the connection from order to book, for each customer node, there are
n × n instances of the amoeba h horder, book, customeri i. This is the reason of the poor
performance of Q3. It indicates that the right-hand schedule in Figure 3.3 cannot be used
to compute the relation for order nodes.
Q5, Q6and Q7usetheamoebajoinallowingnullvalues. Q6and Q7retrieve book@isbn
nodes to detect equivalence of book nodes. While Q6 does not consider the FD: order →
book, Q7 joins order and book nodes with the AJ∗ operation. The reason Q7 outperforms
Q6 is that, in Q6, there are a tremendous number of amoebas that connects book nodes
and order nodes through a pending node; these amoebas violate the FD order → book.
Considering that enclosing XML nodes with tags is an essential method to enhance the
information of XML data, e.g. the example of the pending node or XML data in Figure
3.2, to properly decompose an amoeba join according to FDs is quite important to optimize
its processing.Chapter 7
Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to propose the notion of amoeba, which
makes it possible to smoothly incorporate functional dependencies into XML. Our exper-
imental results of amoeba join and its decomposition techniques conﬁrm the availability
of our methods. Our proposed XML index method is eﬃcient in terms of the index size,
query performance and its availability in that it can be implemented on top of the standard
B+-tree. In this chapter, we explain related work, and discuss several open problems and
future work, then ﬁnally we conclude this thesis.
7.1 Related Work
7.1.1 Amoeba Join
Querying an XML database without knowledge of path structure was ﬁrst addressed
in [34], and reﬁned in [56]. Both studies used variations of the least common ancestor
method (lca) to ﬁnd the smallest tree containing all target nodes. Among the lca nodes
that connect common node sets (tags or keywords), the one that forms the smallest subtree
is deﬁned as the smallest least common ancestor (slca) [56]. The precise deﬁnition of slca
is as follows: given k node sets D1,D2,...,Dk, for example, D1 and D2 are node sets
matching XPath //book, //order, a node v belongs to the slca if v ∈ lca(D1,...,Dk) and for
all u ∈ lca(D1,...,Dk), v is not an ancestor of u. In summary, a subtree rooted from an
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slca node does not contain other lca nodes.
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
title
6
5
4
1
2
book
reference
book
order
customer
software
book_order
title
slca of (book, order)
slca of (book, title)
not an slca 
of (book, title)
"Data on the Web"
"Professional XML"
Figure 7.1: The slca node of book and order, and the slca node of book and title
One problem with this approach is that the slca might be the root node of an XML
document. XML is a single rooted tree, so every node set can be connected using the root
node. Figure 7.1 shows illustrates this defect. An slca of book, order nodes is the root node,
book order. In addition, when the slca approach is applied to Figure 7.1 to ﬁnd pairs of
book and title elements, it misses the node pair (2, 6) because the node 2 contains the node
4, which is an lca of book, title node 4, thus node 2 is not an slca. In general, XML data
semantics are too complex to be detected automatically using simple rules. In addition,
although the method of [56] is optimized to search for slca nodes, it focuses mainly on
keyword versus database queries. It cannot detect element inclusion relationships. For
example, it can ﬁnd the keyword “Data on the Web”, but is not capable of assuring this
word is is contained within the parent title tag; it might be connected to the book node 2 in
Figure 7.1.
XRank [22] applies keyword-based search to XML. It locates XML elements that con-
tains all given keywords. Unlike slca, XRank is aware of recursion of XML structure.
However, it suﬀers from two drawbacks: (1) it does not distinguish tag name from textual
content; (2) it cannot express complex query semantics [34].
Finding an exact match in XPath queries can be diﬃcult, and thus studies have inves-
tigated ways to relax the condition of rigorous matching in regular path expressions [4].
The types of relaxation are explained in [4]. These include dropping or weakening pred-
icates or query nodes, and adding an explicit disjunction, which is similar to querying allCHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 70
structural ﬂuctuations. The proposed amoeba join method contains the essence of query
relaxations, but is novel in that it is also able to handle situations in which the high and
low nodes of a query tree are reversed.
DogmatiX [55] attempts to solve structural ﬂuctuations using nearest neighbor heuris-
tics that connect nodes within some metrics. However, the method cannot address all
possible nn−1 structural ﬂuctuations.
Approximate join [21] locates documents with similar structures and diﬀerent forms.
It is more general than amoeba join because it includes changes in tag names. Although
approximate join can accommodate various similarity measures, it is optimized to tree edit
distances, which must preserve ancestor node order in a query; that is, unlike amoeba join,
it cannot reverse ancestor-descendant relationships.
Static typing of XML [12] is another way to handle structural ﬂuctuation. It detects
mismatches between paths described in query statements and schemata. Such discrepan-
cies are reported as compile-time (static) errors of the query. This prevents writing invalid
queries that do not match any document path. In other words, it is not necessary to cover
all path possibilities because the query compiler presents the available paths. A major
drawback of this approach, however, is that it requires a schema, which is not mandatory
in XML.
7.1.2 Functional Dependencies
Functional dependencies and keys are well studied themes to reduce redundancy of
data and to avoid update anomalies [2, 39, 52]. In recent years, these notions have been
imported to XML; keys [10, 11] and FDs [5, 32] for XML have been proposed. The XML
standard [9] also has a key speciﬁcation using ID attributes in DTD and IDREFS to refer
another nodes from attributes of XML elements. However, these keys cannot be used other
than assigning global IDs.
Reducing redundancy and several update anomalies in XML databases are important
themes for research. These topics have been studied mainly in RDBMS, and have recently
been imported into XML by Arenas and Libkin [5]. They discussed a normalization of an
XML document and proposed XNF (XML Normal Form), which is an XML counterpart
of Boycodd-Normal Form (BCNF) [39] in relational databases. BCNF has an essentialCHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 71
role to detect redundant data in tables and to sophisticate the relational databases design.
All of these previous studies tailored to XML use ﬁxed paths to specify FDs, which cannot
handle structural ﬂuctuations of XML data.
Jagadish et al. [25] exempliﬁed the needs of multiple hierarchies to describe data with
XML. Their proposal is to represent various aspects of the data model with multiple XML
trees with diﬀerent colors. However, the use of colors exceeds the descriptive power of
XML. By contrast, equivalent classes of XML nodes presented in this paper can be used
without extending the syntax of XML. These two approaches are conceptually the same
in that they make connections between XML nodes.
7.1.3 XML Database
In literature, there are various types of XML labeling methods. The 1-index [35] and
DataGuide [18] summarize structures of XML documents, by using bi-similarity relation-
ship or its variant [1]. Eﬃcient updates for the 1-index is studied in [28]. It solves the
problem of cascading updates of the 1-index caused when IDREF edges are added. Al-
though these indexes are useful to glance the entire structure of an XML document, they
are not suﬃcient to detect ancestor-descendant relationships of given two nodes.
In this thesis, we use the interval representation [33] of tree structures of XML. As
another approach to label XML nodes, we can use contiguous orders [17] or Dewey [13]
orders etc. Note that, however, node insertions or deletions need heavy maintenance of
these numbers. Tatarinov et al. [51] provides lazy-renumbering strategies of contiguous
node labels, but it still needs periodical maintenance of node labels. The integer intervals
are also weak for updates, since blank space for future node insertions will be exhausted.
There are some proposals to make these labels tolerant for node insertions, including
VLEI codes [30], ORDPATH [37], P-PbiTree labeling [58] etc. Among them, to imple-
ment ORDPATH [37] is relatively easier since it is a variation of the Dewey order, and has
no ambiguity in the node labeling strategy. However, to retrieve sibling nodes eﬃciently,
the ORDPATH requires additional index for level values. Our proposed index has a capa-
bility to incorporate these labeling strategies as long as we can deﬁne the total order on
node labels. For example, the combination of ORDPATH, level and inverted path values
provides update tolerant and high-performance XML index. The weak point of the OR-CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 72
DPATH is that its label length is not scalable for large XML documents. For the detail
discussion about the lower or upper bound of the length of XML node labels, see the work
by Edith Cohen et al. [16].
Although we have presented our original implementation of XML indexes using the
B+-tree, toimplementXMLdatabaseswithexistingRDBMSmightbepossible. However,
some points should be taken into consideration. First, almost all relational databases are
not tree-aware [20]; i.e. query optimizations using properties of XPath axis steps or search
space reduction using the combination of tree structures and suﬃx paths are not available.
Second, all of XML node labels are to be stored in a single table; it might lower the
concurrency of transactions since every transaction requires the table lock.
In Chapter 6, we observed excessive ancestor queries in (Q1) (Figure 6.7) are the bottle
neck of the performance. As a solution to this, we can use the stair case join proposed
by Grust et al. [20], which saves unnecessary disk scans by computing overlaps of query
regions.
ViST [54] index structure utilizes path-preﬁx of XML and supports a top-down de-
scendant traversal. The beneﬁt of this top-down approach is that it can localize search
regions of descendant tags within some subtrees. This combination of subtree regions and
tag names is similar to the range query presented in this thesis.
Similar optimization by creating XML speciﬁc index structure is researched by Jiang
et al. [26]. Neither of them, however, mentions the integration of tag names or path
suﬃxes, which we have proved to be a key factor to improve ancestor or wild-card query
performance.
The use of the UB-tree [7] to index XML documents is proposed in [6]. Its coordinates
are combinations of text values, document IDs, and paths and their appearance orders
generated from DTDs. Integration of text values to the index is an interesting problem that
we do not have mentioned in this work. Note that, however, if we integrate text values
to the index structure, every update to the text values invokes subsequent maintenance of
the indexes. On the other hand, Kaushik et. al. proposed eﬃcient algorithms to process
queries containing predicates for text values [29]. Their approach assumes text value
indexes are separated from structure indexes, so it is more promising in that it can leverage
traditional IR technologies to index text contents of XML.CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 73
7.2 Discussion
7.2.1 Managing Scientiﬁc Data
In general, data models of the real world require not only tree-structures of XML but
also graph structures to represent relationships between data objects. This highlights a
problem in XML data modeling: one hierarchy isn’t enough [25]. To complement tree-
structured XML to accommodate graph-structured data model, we need duplicate mate-
rialization of the same objects (deep copies), or node references to connect related data
(shallow copies).
Two XML documents in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 illustrate their diﬀerences. These
XML data represent cell data retrieved from our Bioinformatics database, named SCMD
(Saccharomyces Cerevisiae Morphological Database) [47] (Figure 7.4), which collects cell
images of budding yeast mutants for analyzing gene functions from the shape of cells.
These SCMD’s XML data contain information of cell shapes and clusters of cells grouped
by the cell sizes. Figure 7.2 uses deep copies to ﬁll the information of each element, while
Figure 7.3 utilizes shallow copies to reduce duplicate elements.
Deep copies of data objects in XML lead to an expansion of data size and update
anomalies, while slimmed down XML data with shallow copies using IDREFs [9] or
value-based references results in heavy use of value-based joins in queries.
The use of shallow copies is obviously eﬃcient in terms of the storage space, however,
when developing SCMD, we frequently used deep copies to report the analysis results of
clustering, some statistical methods, etc. It is because writing queries to connect shallow
copies was a tedious task, and updates of the existing data is rare, so we duplicated the data
many times. However, with the capability of ubiquitous keys, the use of shallow copies is
not a serious obstacle to the XML data modeling. We are now working on to develop an
eﬃcient query scheduler that takes ubiquitous keys into considerations.
In addition, we need hierarchical key structures, which is frequently used in scientiﬁc
databases, to manage enormous amount of data. In SCMD (Figure 7.4), we maintain
millions of cell data, extracted from 273,813 photos (micrographs). Each photo and cell
belong to one of 4,782 types of yeast mutants. For such a large database, it seemed to be
a hard task to assign a global ID to each cell, since according to the tuning parameters,CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 74
<scmd>
<cell_list>
<cell id="1">
<size>498</size>
<cluster id="c1">
<property>large</property>
</cluster>
</cell>
<cell id="2">
<size>120</size>
<cluster id="c2">
<property>small</property>
</cluster>
</cell>
<cell id="3">
<size>521</size>
<cluster id="c1">
<property>large</property>
<note>largest</note>
</cluster>
</cell>
</cell_list>
<cluster id="c1">
<property>large</property>
<cell id="1">
<size>498</size>
</cell>
<cell id="3">
<size>521</size>
<note>largest</note>
</cell>
</cluster>
<cluster id="c2">
<property>small</property>
<cell id="2">
<size>120</size>
</cell>
</cluster>
</scmd>
Figure 7.2: Deep XML
<scmd>
<cell_list>
<cell id="1">
<size>498</size>
</cell>
<cell id="2">
<size>120</size>
</cell>
<cell id="3">
<size>521</size>
</cell>
</cell_list>
<cluster id="c1">
<property>large</property>
<cell id="1"/>
<cell id="3">
<note>largest</note>
</cell>
</cluster>
<cluster id="c2">
<property>small</property>
<cell id="2"/>
</cluster>
</scmd>
Figure 7.3: Shallow XMLCHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 75
YAR017w
Cell-Image Processing
micrographs (photos) 
no bud no bud
small small
medium medium
large large
no bud no bud
small small
medium medium
large large
4,782 orfs
1,899,247 cells
YAL005c YOR202W
273,813 photos
Figure 7.4: Hierarchical key structures of SCMD, and examples of clusters grouped by
cell sizes
our image processing program fails to extract some cells or entire cells in a photo. Thus,
we used triples of local IDs of cells, photo IDs, and ORFs (the unique identiﬁers of yeast
mutants, e.g. YOR202w, YAL005c,... etc.), as primary keys of cells. Figure 7.5 shows an
example of XML data when integrating these hierarchical key structures.
There are 1 : m relationships between nodes, orf:photo and photo:cell; SCMD uses
localized cell IDs for each photo, and local photo IDs for each orfs (Figure 7.4). Therefore,
to identify each cell and its shallow copies in the database, we need the photo and orf
information to which the cell belongs.
Functional dependencies and ubiquitous keys are indispensable to describe this types
of semantic relationships. For example, we can deﬁne FDs and ubiquitous keys for SCMD
as follows:
FDs:.
• cell → photo : Each cell belongs to a single photo.CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 76
<scmd>
<cell_list>
<orf id="YOR202w">
<photo id="1">
<cell id="1">
<size>498</size>
</cell>
</photo>
<photo id="2">
<condition date="2006-Jul-01">
<humidity>98</humidity>
<cell id="1">
<size>120</size>
</cell>
</condition>
</photo>
</orf>
<orf id="YAR005c">
<photo id="1">
<cell id="1">
<size>521</size>
</cell>
</photo>
</orf>
</cell_list>
<orf id=’’YOR202w’’>
<cluster id="c1">
<property>large</property>
<cell id="1">
<photo id="1"/>
<note>largest</note>
</cell>
</cluster>
<cluster id="c2">
<property>small</property>
<cell id="1">
<photo id="2"/>
</cell>
</cluster>
</orf>
</scmd>
Figure 7.5: Clustering result of the cells of YOR202w according to their sizes.CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 77
• photo → orf : Each photo belongs to a single orf.
(Ubiquitous) Keys:.
• orf, photo, [cell@id] → cell : Given orf and photo nodes, and a cell id, we can identify
a single cell.
• orf, [photo@id] → photo : A pair of orf node and photo@id value identiﬁes a photo.
• [orf@id] → orf : An orf@id is a global ID of an orf node.
By allowing structural ﬂuctuations to the XML database that has a hierarchical key
structure, we can reduce the burden of data modeling. In the deﬁnition of hierarchical
keys proposed by Buneman et. al [11], every cell element must obey a ﬁxed structure, e.g.
//orf/photo/cell. Our method enables XML structures reorganized as long as they satisfy
the given set of FDs. For example, in Figure 7.5, we can insert the condition data when
the photo was taken (humidity, etc.), and also we can replace the hierarchical order of orf,
photoand cellnodes(seearoundthe clusternodes)tomakeclarifythatthesedatarepresents
clusters of cells.
7.2.2 Functional Dependencies
Our deﬁnition of FDs for XML is novel in that it utilizes the notion of amoeba do-
mains, and thus several problems remain open. First, we need eﬃcient storage for XML
data utilizing FDs. In relational databases, keys has an essential role to perform loss-less
decomposition of relations [2]. It is beneﬁcial to reduce storage space; it enables internal
pages of index structures, such as B-trees, to hold only key values, since other attribute
data placed in leaf pages can be associated with keys. What is the counterpart of loss-less
decomposition in XML?
An eﬃcient XML index for the amoeba join is also required. Although a relation in
XML is dynamically deﬁned, patterns of relations using nodes in NL(F) might not be so
many. Thus, it might be possible to avoid evaluating the same patterns of amoeba joins by
creating some indexes in advance.
The amoeba join decomposition has several options of its processing order. One of
the optimization methods is to remove unnecessary predicates. For example, some set ofCHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 78
structural constraints, e.g. h hA, Bi i and h hB,Ci i, substitutes for the other predicate such as
h hA, B,Ci i. In addition, the order selection of amoeba join schedules should be addressed,
which might require cost-based estimation of a query plan.
As we shown in the experimental results, some input amoeba domain that has few
nodes, for example, ~order@id = ”1”, can be utilized to localize the search region, and
makes eﬃcient the amoeba join processing. This types of techniques, called pushing-
down predicates, might also be useful.
As for data modeling, we are not sure that FDs can be used on behalf of a schema
of XML, because to describe FDs for every nodes in an XML document might be trou-
blesome, and to conﬁrm the correctness of the semantics implied by the FDs might be
diﬃcult, too. We need some sophisticated way to specify FDs for XML, in addition, we
also have to conﬁrm that updates of XML data do not cause any violation of FDs.
Another problem we have to tackle is ownership of XML nodes. Figure 7.6 illus-
trates this problem; the R&D (research and development) department has a Biology sec-
tion; David is a manager of R&D department; Kevin is a manager of the Biology sec-
tion. In this example, the amoeba domain h hdept, manageri i contains two pairs, (dept,
manager = ”David”), and (dept, manager=”Kevin”); the latter is incorrect result. A sim-
ple solution is to deﬁne the amoeba domain of manager nodes as D1 =//dept/manager,
D2 =//section/manager, then distinguish these managers with node labels D1.manager and
D2.manager. However, this approach ﬁxes the path structure, and consequently we are
not allowed to enclose the manager nodes with another tag, e.g. dept/detail/manager, etc.
Therefore, we need some method to detect which node has the ownership of each manager
node. One of the solution to this problem might be to create a scope that hides manager
elements under the section node from the dept node when evaluating amoeba joins.
<dept name="R&D">
<manager>David</manager>
<section name="Biology">
<manager>Kevin</manager>
</section>
</dept>
Figure 7.6: An example in which ownership of the manager nodes must be considered.CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 79
7.2.3 XML Database
One of the reason we pursue the use of B+-tree to index XML data is that we aim
to support transactions in our XML DBMS. Transaction management of DBMS involves
several essential components of the DBMS [19]; page buﬀer manager, lock manager, data-
base logging for recovery, and also access methods, such as B+-trees or R-trees. These
modules seem to be able to implement independently, however, all of them have a lot of
interdependencies. High-performance implementation of transactional indexes include in-
tricate protocols for latching, locking, and logging. The B+-trees in serious DBMSs are
riddled with calls to the concurrency and recovery code, and this logic is not generic to all
access methods - it is very much customized to speciﬁc logic of the access method, and
its particular implementation [23]. Therefore, care should be taken to adopt another index
structure; it inevitably means throwing out the tons of detailed techniques we have devel-
oped to achieve the transaction performance with B+-trees. That is also a reason why the
transaction management of R-tree, which is famous as a multidimensional index structure,
is not seriously supported in most of the DBMS products, including both of commercial
and open-source programs.
7.3 Conclusions
The existence of variously structured XML data, called structural ﬂuctuation, has been
a serious obstacle to manage XML databases. This problem arises because there are va-
rieties of XML structures to represent the same meaning data. Nevertheless, by utilizing
structural ﬂuctuations, we have emphasized that we can enhance the expressive power of
XML data. The contributions described in this paper include:
• The notion of amoeba domain to capture structural ﬂuctuations. With this capability,
functional dependencies and keys are smoothly incorporated into XML.
• A departure from path-expression queries by using dynamic relations; XML struc-
tures of interest are automatically determined from a set of FDs and input node sets.
• Amoeba join operations and its decomposition techniques for optimizing query ex-
ecution.CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 80
• Ubiquitous keys to denote equivalent classes of XML node, which makes easier to
manage multiple hierarchies of XML data.
• Several amoeba join processing algorithms. Among them, the quicker algorithm
performed well, and it is scalable to the size of an XML document.
• AnXMLindexingmethod, whichfacilitatevarioustypesofXMLqueries, including
ancestor, descendant, sibling, suﬃx path, etc. In addition, our index structure and
multidimensional range query algorithm can be implemented on top of the standard
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